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Story Idea?
" you have a news tip or have an idea tor t
story, call us between noon and 7 p.m.

372-6966
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Brown and orange football game
Saturday, 1 p.m.
Doyt Perry Stadium

Cambodian dictator Pol Pot, whose
23 year reign inspired the "Killing
Fields." dies

TODAY
High: 57
Low: 35
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"An independent student voice serving Bowling Green since 1920"

Research vice
provost selected
□ Steven Ballard was
selected from the pool
of appl icants to be the
new vice provost for
research and dean of the
Graduate College.
By MELISSA NAYMIK
TheBG News
Bowling Green State University has the reputation for being a
leading institution in higher education in the state of Ohio, and
this is one of the many reasons
people choose to work and attend
the University.
Steven Ballard, director of the
Margaret Chase Smith Center for
Public Policy at the University of
Maine, was chosen from three
other applicants to serve the
University as the new vice provost for research and dean of the
Graduate College. Charles
Middleton, vice president and
provost for academic affairs, announced this decision on March
20.
There was a search committee
who recommended several
"wonderful" candidates who
were all interested in the University, said Middleton. But when
Middleton made his final tele-

WASHINGTON - A train carrying napalm that triggered
protests when it was shipped
halfway across the country is apparently headed back to California while the Navy looks for ways
to dispose of it.
The 12,000 gallons of jellied
gasoline was being held in Kansas City, Kan., today while the
Navy searches for a waste management company to handle it.
Assistant Navy Secretary
Robert Pirie, asked today if the
Navy would send the train to the
China Lake Naval Weapons Testing Center, responded: "We've
been working on that alternative,
yes." In any event, Pirie said,
"We've gone out of our way to
see there is no danger to the public."
Rep. Bill Thomas, whose district includes China Lake, said
the Navy wanted to send the train

if ■■■■*

Administration
phone calls to talk with the other
candidates, two of them had decided to take Jobs in another
area. Negotiations had to be
made with Ballard as he also had
job offers from other institutions, said Middleton.
According to Middleton, there
were many qualifications the
search committee was looking
for in the people who applied for
the open position. Each candidate
had to have a proven track record of a respectable faculty
member, he or she must have
good listening skills and use for
the ability to lead a change in
graduate education. The person
must also be willing to make a
difference at the University.
"All of the candidates were
fantastic people," Middleton
said. "This is good news that
people are interested in working
at Bowling Green State University."
Ballard is very excited about
working here at the University
because he feels that it will "fit
with his background."
"There are a lot of people I
• See BALLARD, page five.

Navy still searching for
Napalm disposal site
The Associated Press

Banging on the drum

back to California, but added,
"The Navy and the state of California still need to work out some
details on such an arrangement."
The China Lake facility is
about 120 miles northwest of Los
Angeles.
The search for a waste management company came after the
original company backed out, citing public uproar over the
napalm.
The military and Battelle Memorial Institute, the primary
contractor on the recycling job,
said Wednesday they were
searching for a storage place and
for a company that could properly handle the sensitive cargo.
"The ideal solution is to find
somebody that could take it and
treat it," said Robin Yocum, a
spokesman for Ohio-based Battelle. "We want it to happen now."
Finding a company with the
• See NAPALM, page five.

BETA 500
to race
for charity
a The BETA 500 races
are sponsored by Beta
Theta Pi fraternity and
give Greeks a chance to
come together to do
something good for the
community.
By WENDY SUTO
The BG News

BG Ncw« Photo by Tln» Bell

Campus was alive with the sound of music as these musicians took advantage of a sunny Thursday
afternoon to play their drums outside.

Development threatens
St. John's Woods Preserve
p As a result of increased housing development in Bowling
Green, a local natural
habitat preserve may be
endangered.

"This was done out of concern for the
development and to protect the integrity of
the rest of the preserve."
Monica Ostrand
co-founder of Woods Integrity Project

By WENDY SUTO
The BG News
St. John's Woods Preserve, located on the City Park property,
serves as a habitat for trees,
plants and animals. It was bought
by the city from the St. John family in the late 1970s.
Since then, community members have enjoyed walking along
the paths observing various plant
life. However, if houses continue
to be built around the area, then
they could start to see houses instead of the natural outdoor setting the preserve aims to protect.
Jeffery Twyman, a local attorney, bought IS acres of land a
few years ago that lies south of
the perserve.
According to Twyman, he
bought the land 10 years ago to
perserve it from the "intensive
development" others were thinking of doing. He said, though he
does plan to build on the land,
any development done will be

subject to restrictions to prevent
any unnecessary removal trees
and plants.
Twyman said any new lots will
be built away from the preserve.
"My current residence is adjacent to the preserve, but any
planned new ones will be east and
south of my residence, some distance from the preserve," Twyman said. "It is doubtful they will
even be visible from the
preserve."
Recently the Woods Integrity
Project, a group consisting of
University students and area
community members, purchased
additional land located near the
preserve. The area is named
Bordner Meadow after the Bordner Charitable Foundation, and it
cost the Woods Integrity Project
$150,000 and consisted of almost
IS acres of land.
According to Monica Ostrand,
one of the co-founders of the

Woods Integrity Project, they
purchased the land to protect
some of the land from future development.
"This was done out of concern
for the development and to
protect the integrity of the rest
of the preserve," Ostrand said.
"Bordner Meadow was originally
going to be developed Into more
housing before we bought It."
Although Ostrand lives in
Wayne County and presently
works in Bowling Green, she became involved with the Woods
Integrity Project through a class
at the University at the beginning of this semester.
A rare Ohio plant known as the
Dotted Horsemint was recently
discovered in Bordner Meadow,
but Ostrand said increased traffic could disturb this plant and
other animals who live in these
• See WOODS, page five.

Fancy footwork, push carts and
tremendous teamwork is a must
for this Saturday's Greek event,
the BETA 500 taking place in the
Student Services parking lot
from noon - S p.m. In Its 35th year
at the University, BETA 500, organized by Beta Theta Pi fraternity, is done to raise money for
the Ronald McDonald House.
This fundraiser is only held at
the University and is not a
national Greek event. Last year,
they made around $1000 during
the fundraiser.
All Greeks are encouraged to
participate in BETA 500 if they
choose, but this is the first time a
non-Greek organization, Undergraduate Student Government, is
racing as a team. According to
Joe Karabinus, senior marketing
major and BETA 500 chairman.
Beta Theta Pi are using the organization as a test to see how it
works out.
He has been involved with
BETA 500 over the past two
years and feels the fundraiser is
a great opportunity for students.
"It is a good way for the
Greeks to show all the efforts
they've done and to showcase
themselves a little bit," Karabinus said.
Russell Werme, a junior hospitality management major who
has been involved with BETA 500
for the past two years, finds participating In this event beneficial
to all Greek students.
"It brings all the Greeks
together and shows that we can
all come together to support a
greater cause," Werme said.
"The reward I get is knowing I
did my part for kids who are in
need of help."
The BETA 500's main sponsor
is First Advertising Dezyne on
Industrial Parkway, although
other businesses have contributed to the cause. Everyone, not
just Greeks, is encouraged to
come and watch other students
race for a good cause.

Clinton begins visit to Chile
to discuss plans for free trade
a Trade relations, the
commerce are on
agenda of direct talks
with Chile's president.
The Associated Press
SANTIAGO, Chile - With
trade, democracy and education
on the agenda, President Clinton
begins a state visit to Chile today
as a prelude to the second Summit of the Americas.
No formal list of topics has
been announced for Clinton's
direct talks with Chilean President Eduardo Frei, but Issues of
commerce were expected to
arise. The summit will deal primarily with plans for a free trade
zone in the Western Hemisphere.

Trade between Chile and the
United States boomed to nearly
$7 billion in 1987. Frei said a
fixed agenda was unnecessary
because "relations between our
countries are good enough as to
allow us to discuss any subjects."
Nevertheless, officials expected Frei to discuss several trade
disputes, Including accusations
that Chile is dumping its salmon
at low prices and other complaints related to its exports of
grapes and wood products.
Economy Minister Alvaro Garcia said the two nations might
soon establish a mechanism to
settle their trade differences, but
It wasn't known whether an accord would be ready for a signing
ceremony during Clinton's visit.
The Chileans expected Clinton
to inquire about their Air Force's

plan to invest $500 million in new
jet fighters. Later this month, the
air force will decide whether to
buy F-16> or F-18s, or to turn to
European producers.
A state dinner in honor of Clinton and his wife, Hillary, was
planned for tonight.
On Friday, Clinton was heading
to the coastal city of Valparaiso
to address a joint session of the
Chilean legislature an appearance that could lend some drama
to week.
Gen. Augusto Pinochet, the
former military dictator whose
government was responsible for
more than 3,000 political killings
during a 17-year reign, was
named a senator for life last
month and could be in the audience for Clinton's speech

AfncUted Prcu PkM(

A police officer picks up anti-U.S. posters after President Clinton's speech in Chile.
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An adventure in ethnomusicology
The ethnomusicology program in Ihe college of musical
arts at Bowling Green Stale
University led a workshop In
Ball for Ihree weeks in Ihe summer of 1997. The trip lo Ball
revolves around Ihe learning
and playing llic gamelan. an
orchestra unique lo Southeast
Asia.
To witness the sounds of the
Kusuma Sari Gamelan Ihe
World Percussion Night will be
featuring the orchestra, Ihe
Afro-Caribbean Drum Ensemble
and Percussion Ensemble this
Sat.. April 18. at 8 p.m. in
Kobacker Hall at Moore Musical
Arts Center. The performance
Is free and open to the public
Students who went to Ball
lived and studied in the cily of
Pellalan. The objective of this
course Is to Introduce students
to Ihe Ballnese culture, the
home of the Kusuma Sari
Gamelan tradition. The gamelan Is played for religious celebrations and enjoyment. The
gamelan is comparable to a
Western orchestra In that both
consist of many instruments.
The similarities stop there.
because the parts of the gamelan cannot be separated like
instruments are In Western
orchestra. The instruments are
created to be played together
and not those from other gamelans.
This is the second lime the
ethnomusicology has organized
this opportunity It's the first
since 1992. Ethnomusicology Is

in a woman's life Is to socialize.
The home and child care is Ihe
primary role of women in Bali."
Therefore, practice and performances give female performers a chance lo Interact with
Community members and lo gel
out of their usual sphere of

duties

the Btudy ol music from nonWestern traditions. The program to Bali will alternate with
the other ethnomusicology program to Ghana on the African
continent.
Ten days of the 25 are
devoted to a workshop with the
gamelan. Students were then
able to choose from a variety of
other workshops, not only the
gamelan ensemble workshop."
said llarnish.
"Students could learn how to
make shadow puppets, masks,
learn Ballnese dance, drum and
Bute and the Indonesian language
Students had to pick a focus
for this workshop to receive
credit.
"While 1 was in Ball. I studied
women gamelan players and
their role in society." said
Natvig.'Women do not play the
gamelan In rituals or lor worship since women are not
allowed into the compound
while they are menstruating
Rather Ihe role of the gamelan

"I studied Ihe art of shadow
puppetry while In Ball, also
known as wayang kullt." said
Jonathan Rlccl. a graduate student In painllng.The roots of
painting In Ball begin with Ihe
painting of shadow puppets.
Even though these puppets are
nol seen by Ihe audience when
they are performed, they are
still painled carefully. The
design of painted puppets was
transferred lo walls of buildings.
The colors and profile design of
wall painting is a transplantation of puppel designs to a -itlll
surface."
"Besides working with master
traits people, students were
able to witness Ihe festival season In our host community,
Peliatan." said Harnlsh.
Residents of the village celebrate the season with music,
food and dance. In contrast to
Western tradition, funerals are
celebrated in a similar ways as
a festivals is celebrated.
"Funeral celebrations are
when village residents really
show their skill at a craft." said
Harnlsh. The cremation towers
made up of as many as nine
tiers is a lown creation. These
tiers represent caste levels

unique lo Ball. More numerous
the tiers means the celebrates >
departed was of a higher castes.,
such as nobility or priestly.
'.
When the festivities are complete, all the decorations arc
burned. If a family does not
have the money for the funeral
and cremation ceremony when a,
family member dies, the body Is .
burled and then cremated when
enough resources are accumu- '•
lated."
The Ballnese culture Is surrounded by the arts. Everyone .
In the culture Is connected to
the creation of the arts, no matter what their career is," said
Natvig. "You can hear music all .
the time. Music is not reserved
for a concert but is very public."
The best thing about being
in Ball was being halfway
around the world and not knowing anything." said Riccl. The
whole trip was a learning experience for me. The unfamlllarlty
of the whole situation made It
more exciting for me. 1 wish thai
I had studied the language
before I went to Ball. Also for
future travelers, visiting temples,
Is a must."
For more Information about
the Ball workshop, contact
David Harnlsh at (419)3728487. To learn more about the
Ghana workshop, also hosted
by the ethnomusicology program, contact Steven Cornelius
(419)372-2519.
Lynnetle Berkey is a guest
columnist for The News.
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Vote yes May 5 on state Issue 2
Whaf/oflou's is parr of a column from the April issue Iv76.n4l
of -Ohio Schools*— Ihe official
magazine of Ihe Ohio Education
Association IOEA). 'President's
Message' by Michael Billirakis
las printed in "Ohio Schools")
Over Ihe next few weeks until
election day. the debate will rage
on concerning Issue 2. In newspapers, on radio and television
and in Ihe faculty lounge and
bus garage, the merits of the
sales tax ballot Issue will be
analyzed and dissected.
1 have said that Issue 2.
even coupled with the previous
education measures. Is not the
total answer to Ohio's school
funding needs. So what we each
face on May 5 Is a choice: we
can vote 'yes' and move Ohio a
solid step forward In improving
Its schools: or we can vote 'no'
on Issue 2 because it is not
everything that we want it to be.
There are many who earnestly
believe that this tax Is9ue will
not provide enough money for
Ihe schools and so. therefore, it
should be defeated. I agree that
more dollars will be needed.
This Is not a cure-all.
But should we force the
children of this stale to continue
to wait until the whole pie Is

I

••In good conscience,
I cannot tell our children to keep waiting
for some day when an
acceptable package
might be
presented.JJ

funded? Or do we work to pass
Issue 2 — realizing that It will
bring significant new money Into
public schools — and then keep
on working until adequate funds
are allotted?
In good conscience. I cannot
tell our children to keep waiting

for some day when an acceptable package might be presented. 1 do not believe we can turn
our backs on $550 million that
will be placed in the School
TTuatFund In the first year —
dollars that will Immediately
begin helping our students.
lets look at what Issue 2
does provide: more dollars for
Ohio schools: smaller class sizes
and all-day kindergarten In
school districts with large numbers of economically dlsadvanlagcd. at risk children: critical
iii hnology Improvements and
facility renovations: and a
fourth-grade reading guarantee
to ensure that every child can
read before leaving fourth grade.
Remember, If Issue 2 fails.
Ohio will be left with a legal
obligation to provide for significant new Increases in slate
funding for schools—but Inadequate revenues to meet that
obligation Without the tax revenues from Issue 2. the stale
must find other ways to fund
the programs and distribution
formulas already In law. All
state programs arc likely to be
Cut and some of the biggest cuts
would be In higher education
and state human services programs How can we allow such
i uis to the programs that help
1

some of our neediest students?
Everyone agrees that more
money Is needed for Ohio's public schools.
However, the opponents lo
Issue 2 have not brought forward a workable alternative
solution, with the costs and
sources to fund it and areallstii
plan to pass it.
State legislators have made
It clear that additional work
needs to be done to refine and
enhance the legislative remedies
already in place. OEA will be at
the slatehouse lo see that legislators keep their promises with
Issue 2 and that they lake the
next steps In meeting the needs
of children and education.
A building is not constructed with one large brick. It Is
built brick by brick. The education community has been waiting a long lime for the school
funding crisis lo be solved, and
many are understandably anxious for complete solution now.
But like that building. It will
happen step-by-step. Issue 2
will move us several significant
steps closer to that solution.
For yourself, for the children,
for Ohio—vote yes on Issue 2.

Jim Good
Humor Columnist

^ ^

Jim's guide to
rec center
species
It's that time of year again, and you
know what that means — time to get in
shape- And if you are like me and your
double chin is slowly evolving into a
third, it's definitely lime. I always give
my eyes more of a workout than my
pecs at the gym because I gawk at
everyone. But from this gaping, I've discovered many different types of exercisers.
1. Blabbers and Yappers — This type
gets all dressed in their exercise garb
nut spends most of their time going
from person to person talking. They
rarely lift or raise anything except fhe
inflection and volume of their voices.
2. Mr. or Ms. Serious — This type carries a log book or diary to chart (heir
progress and are quite serious about
their workout. They never talk to anyone and usually have serious scows
imbedded on their mugs. I'm always
dying to grab their logbook when they
arenT looking and write an entry such
as, "Dear Diary, get a life and get over
yourself."
3. Going Through The Motions —
This type exercises but not enough to do
any good. They never work up a sweat.
I made a comment to a couple of girls
last week who I felt should be putting
forth more of an effort. I said, use it or
lose it, as I patted my thighs for emphasis. Well, they sure lost it — their tempers that is. After listening to their
tirade, I told them they now have the
most ripped and muscular vocal cords
in town.
4. The Clueless — This type has no
idea how to use the machines or
weights. They don't even take time to
read those machines that include
instructions. For example, those of you
that use short, stutter steps on the
StairMaster are getting few benefits. A
word of advice, learn how to crawl
before you walk.
5. Inventors — This type is always
doing some off-the-wallexercise you've
never seen before. And it's always
someone who doesn't look athletic, let
alone someone you would want to emulate. Stick with (he basics, Edison, you'll
get better results.
6. Yellers and Screamers — These
types are men that feel the need to let
out inhumangrunts of glory while moving weight. The latest guy sounded like
a wounded duck and ironically, was
built like Howard the Duck. Let's be
realistic guys, there are no
Schwarzenegger's in this town. Besides,
no one likes a loud-mouthed Austrian
anyway.
7. Look At Me, Look At Me — This
type are women that come to the gym
lookinglike they should be accepting an
Oscar. They paste on makeup, style their
hair and wear revealing outfits. They
get plenty of exercise though walking
around hopingmen will look at them.
8. IdenticalTwins — This type all
look and act the same. They feel the
need to fit in to the point of cloning. I
once saw 12 girls in a row on the
Lifecycles that all looked exactly alike —
pony tails, blonde hair (bleached),
white, untucked T-shirts, dark shorts
and gym shoes. I doubt their parents
could have picked out their own daughters in that group.
9. Squatter's Rights — This type does
an exercise on a machine and then just
sits there refusing to move, oblivious to
anyone else. Listen up Lewis and
Clarke, the machines are for everyone,
so get off your duffs and get a clue.
TO. World Travelers —This type
brings along everything but the kitchen
sink, including magazines, towels, water
bottles, headbands, snacks, pens,
Walkmans, workout gloves, etc.
Bringing along all these comfort products Kind of defeats the purpose, what

PEOPLE ON
THE STREET

QUOTE OF THE DAY
Damn the man!

99

Today's
Question: "Are
you planning
on attending
BETA 500,
why or why
not?"

Dave College
age 16. who Is among a group of high school students In Macedonia.
Ohio striking at a McDonald's restaurant

Thite

Mike Nole
Junior
Electrical Tech.

"Yes, because I like
car races."

"No. I'm going home
to a wedding reception."

THE

BG

Robert Barnes
Freshman
Special Education

Got an Idea for a "People
on the Street" question?
E-mail as at
"bgnewswognet.bgsu-.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
"Upcoming Event*" if ■ service to our reader* borrowed doily via the University won pofe. The calendar of
events on the web paf e has a more complete listing of events and can be accessed through "www.bgsu.edu".

Friday, 4/17/98
Responsibility conference
(9 a.m. - 5 p.m.)
113 Olscamp Hall. Academic conference
sponsored by Social Philosophy and Policy
Center. Email Mary Dilsaver or Koiy
Swanson for more Information.

Comedian Joel Zlmmer (7 p.m.)
Union Ballroom. Admission to this comedy special Is only $2! Sponsored by UAO.

Matt McPike
Freshman
TCOM

Kellee Fry
Sophomore
Elementary Ed.

Tara Imcorbaia
Sophomore
Elementary Ed.

Treehouse Troupe (7:30 p.m.)
Joe E. Brown Theatre. Two musicals.
The Tortoise and the Hare and Johnny
Faustus, are theatre for young people. Call
419/372-2719 for ticket Information.

"No fraternities
really aren't my
style."

"Yes. I want to go.
It's really fun."

"Yes. I have never
been to one and It
sounds like fun."

Raffle ticket sale (9 a.m. - 5 p.m.)

Chasing Amy

Union Foyer. Sponsored by Prarle
Margins. Tickets are $1. Prizes vary from
cd's to dinners!

(8 p.m. - 1 a.m.)
111 Olscamp Hall. All
films are open to BGSU
students, faculty and
staff. Admission Is $2.
Tickets may be purchased
one half hour before the
first show. Each film is
shown at 8 p.m. and
again at 11 p.m. both
Friday and Saturday
nights. Sponsored by
UAO.

Thesis exhibition* (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Dorothy Uber Bryan and
WUlard Wankelman Galleries.
Fine Arts Center. Graduate
and undergraduate student
thesis exhibitions are on display. Free.
Bloodmobile
(11 a.m. - 5 p.m.)
Commons- Amani Room.
Campus-wide blood drive. Walkins welcome. No appointment
needed.

OHIO Weather
Friday, April 17
AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures

Symphonic band

(8 p.m.)

Kobacker Hall. Moore
Musical Arts Center. Free.

1/2 price candy tale

Mansfield

Business Administration
Building. Sponsored by the
American Marketing
Association.

Youngstown | 55° I

IND.

Planetarium show (8 p.m.)
Planetarium. Alphabet Universe:
the Best of Space from A to Z. SI donation suggested.

(Noon - 5 pm)

„0 I

&
|Payton| 54°1

Dance (9 p.m. - Midnight)
Eppler South. Sponsored by VISION.

Men's tennis hosts Ball
State (1 p.m.)
Keefe Courts. BG's first
and last MAC home weekend
begins with a match against
the Cardinals

National pan-hellenic council dance
(10 p.m. - 2 a.m.)
Eppler South.

Cincinnati 58

J^V^

NPHC dance (11 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.)
Lenhart Grand Ballroom.

Desktop skills for BGSU
personnel - PC

(1 p.m. - 4 p.m.)

Hayes Hall. Room 127.
Designed specifically for BGSU
personnel, this class will familiarize you with the functionality provided
by a networked computer. Focus on file
management, word processing and
spreadsheets. Free. For more information,
call Continuing Education. 419/372-8181.
Softball at Ohio (DH) (2 p.m.)
Athens. Ohio. The Falcons head to the
southeast quadrant of the state to take on
East Division rival Ohio.

Happy hour (6 p.m. - 9 p.m.)

Mad Anthony's 13601 Detroit Ave..
Lakewood. OH. Sponsored by the BGSU
North Coast Alumni Chapter.

KY.

BGSU men'* golf at Northern Illinois
Intercollegiate (TBAJ
DeKalb. 111. First day of a two-day event.
Media 100 Editor Workshop (TBA)
BGSU. This two-day workshop Is the
next step in becoming a more proficient
and effective Media 100 system operator.
From the National Institute for the Study
of Digital Media. Fee. For more information, call 419/372-9555.
Libraries and learning resources
research project clinics (TBA)
Jerome Library. Students with research
assignments can set up individual consultations with a reference librarian.
Call 372-6943 or stop by the Jerome
Library Reference/Information Desk to

PAGBTHRSS it intended os an irreverent lookatTht Uniotrtity. Wt at Tk* BQ Ntmt contidtr it an
offbeat pagt when w try to offer tomething for everybody Opinions exprmted herein art toltly thorn
of our staff. Boot a nice day.

]

Showers Tstorms Rain

Flurries ^w^^Jce__Sunny_PtCfoud^_C^

Via Associated Press GrapfttcsNet

TODAY'S WEATHER

^

Today:

Saturday:

Cool, more sun than
clouds

Mild, more sun than
clouds

High: 57

High: 63

Low: 35

Low: 40

Know Someone Who Is Graduating?
♦ Special Display Graduation Personals ♦
Send them a farewell or good luck message in the 1998 "Graduation Farewell"
insert in the BG News. ♦ Show your friends, roommates & employees how
s».»H.«iiMi.«BMHBHHiM.».».»MMiii......Ha special
cr>f>rial trim/
I pi them
fr~i(=>m see
«PP it
if in
in rtrinr'
they arp
are. Let
print!
2x2 ■ $20.00

with picture
provided
by you!
(Actual Size)

Publish Date: Wednesday, April 22
Deadline: 4:00 p.m.. Monday, April 20

JW-HWBW
As Your Parents
Would Say...

-

-

J.

-_

1x3 s $15.00
(Actual Size)

We have a variety of styles & borders to choose from. Bring
a picture to make the message really stand out.
Come to 204 West Hall to place your ad! Or call 372*6977 for more information.

It's Bursarable!

Get A
Job!
Congrats On Your
Graduation!
Love,
Mom & Dad

M3MM4H
<

Roses are Red
Violets are Blue
Mi, Heart will
Always
Belong to You!

Happu.
Graduation,
Mike!
Loue always,
Angie
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Editor-in-Chief
Darla Warnock
372-6966
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Weapons
searches
begin
in
schools
News
77«' Associated I'ress

Digest

INDIANAPOLIS — Ray Marr did
n't seem to mind having lo prove
he wasn't carrying any guns or
knives on his way to School No. 84.
where he is in the fifth grade.

compiled from wire reports

Ray got scanned with a handheld metal detector — and passed
with flying colors.

■ SEXUAL HARASSMENT

Paula Jones to appeal Clinton suit
WASHINGTON — With (he support of her chief financial backer
and her lawyers. Paula Jones has decided lo appeal an Arkansas
judges dismissal of her sexual harassmenl lawsuit aftalnst President
Clinton, a source close to her legal team says.
Mrs. Jones made up her mind Wednesday following a series of
meetings In Dallas with her attorneys, the source said. She scheduled
a news conference there al 2 p.m. CDT today lo announce her decision.
"She's made the decision lo appeal, and unless something changes
between now and 2 p.m. tomorrow, that's the announcement she'll
make." said the source, speaking on condition of anonymity.
Attorney John Whilehcad. head of the Charloltesvllle. Va.-based
Rutherford Institute, the conservative foundation that has been paying expenses in Mrs. Jones' civil suit, said earlier Wednesday he was
optimistic about an appeal
The case was "alive and vtbranl." Whilehead said. "It's going lo
hang in there and the White House is probably going to be sorry
If
everything works out the way we think it might, there will be an
appeal."
■ WOMEN'S HEALTH

Mammograms concerning for women
BOSTON — Few phone calls are more unsettling for a woman than
one from a doctor who has seen something in a mammogram and
wants lo run more tests to check for cancer.
Most of the time, it turns out to be nothing. Millions of women have
gone through these stomach-churning episodes only to learn thai
they're fine.
But a study published today shows for the first time how the risk
of these frights adds up. It found that a woman who gets annual mammograms for a decade runs a 50-50 risk of a false alarm.
The researchers said that while mammograms clearly save lives,
doctors should prepare patients better for the possibility of erroneous
results.
"If women understand the chances of having to come back for further tests, they might not get so scared and anxious when that happens." said Dr. Mary Barton of Harvard Pilgrim Health Care, a Boston
area health maintenance organization. "As doctors, we should convey
that information to patients."
; The study, conducted by Barton and others, looked at how often
Women undergoing routine mammograms and breast exams get called
back for further mammograms. ultrasound scans, doctor visits and
biopsies, even though they turn out to be free of cancer.
; These erroneous cancer warnings are what doctors call false positives.

* INTERNET

Airline reservations often made via Internet
: WASHINGTON — More Americans are using and conducting
business over the Internet, a new Commerce Department study has
found, and few places Is the trend more apparent than in the airline
reservations business.
Using new services that let them act as their own travel agent,
increasing numbers of fliers are going on-line to check flight times and
;iir lares and to buy their own tickets.
In 1996. Internet users booked S276 million worth of travel business on-line — 90 percent of which was for airplane tickets, according
to the study released Wednesday. In 1997. the volume tripled to S827
million, with airline tickets again constituting the bulk of the business
By 2000. the Commerce Department predicts, on-line travel sales
could total S5 billion.

"They Just look me out here and
made me spread out my arms and
they jusl rubbed the thing on my
body. II didn'l hurl, said Ray. "I
think it's a good idea because kids
shouldn't be bringing things like
that to school."
That was the idea behind the
Indianapolis Public Schools' first
elementary
school
weapons
search, the first of three this week
for the district's youngest pupils.
Wednesday's check turned up no
guns, knives or weapons of any
kind
Ray and about 100 of his classmates were searched by school
police Wednesday morning as they
filed off two school buses In front
of School No. 84.
High school students and
youngsters in middle schools
already are familiar with the
sweeps, as the school system has
had a weapons search policy for
seven years. But Ihe searches
recently were extended to the district's 52 elementary schools.
The policy was revised after two
8-year-old pupils were arrested
last month for carrying handguns
to school. One said he brought the
gun for protection, and the other

A volunteer looks over the children's shoes representative of kids who have been victims of crime.
allegedly pointed a gun al a classmate because she was teasing him.
A third youngster was arrested
earlier in Ihe school year with a
gun.

84. said the search makes her feel
safer.

acknowledged the need for searches.

"I wasn't really worried before,
but It makes me feel even safer."
she said.

Gabby Gailher. one of Ihe 300
or so pupils who attend School No.

Parents and teachers were less
enthusiastic,
even
as
they

"I'm worried because it's happened twice and children talk
about guns." said Deana Johnson,
chairwoman of the school's parentteacher association.

Computers teach with artificial intelligence
The Associated Press
BOULDER. Colo. — The timehonored college essay — where
students are supposed to exhibit
concise writing and persuasive
arguments — could soon be read
and graded by the artificial intelligence of a new computer program.
Some see a savior for overworked teachers, others reassurance for students suspicious that
their poor grades come from bored.
Ignorant or vengeful teachers.
Critics say it misses the point —
that essays teach communication
between people.
"I think it's a terrible Idea. Education is not about Just spewing
back information but assimilating
it in language." said Mary Burgan.
executive director of the American
Association of University Professors.
The Intelligent Essay Assessor
software, in development for 10
years, is not yet ready for widespread use In the classroom. Its
creators have applied for a patent
and want feedback from educators.
The program has perfect con-

Secretaries Week
April 20th - 24th

sistency In grading, an attribute
that human graders almost never
have." said Darrell Laham. a doctoral student at the University of
Colorado who helped with the
development. "The system does not
gel bored, rushed, sleepy, impatient or forgetful.'
Thomas Landauer. a university
psychology prolessor who worked
on the software, was to present It
today al a meeting of Ihe American
Educational Research Association
in San Diego. Peter Foltz. an assistant psychology professor al New
Mexico Slate University, also
helped.
This program does more than
Just count words or analyze
mechanics and grammar, like earlier essav scorers. Landauer said it
mathematically determines how
well students understand the
material they are taught.
"It's useful for all subjects." he
said. "It's most appropriate when
testing knowledge content rather
than elegance of writing. It assesses whether the student understands what's In Ihe textbook."
It "understands" through a new

READ

"It's most appropriate when testing knowledge
content rather than elegance of writing. It
assesses whether the student understands
what's in the textbook."
Thomas Landauer
psychology professor for UC
type of artificial intelligence.
Laham said. "In a sense. It tries to
mimic the function of the human
brain."
First, the program is fed Information through online textbooks
or other sources. It determines
mathematically what words should
appear, but Is flexible enough to
accept words with similar meanings, such as physician and doctor.
Then the professor grades
enough essays lo provide a good
statistical sample, and feeds those
results to the computer. Laham
said student essays receive the
same grade as the human-graded
essays lo which they are mosl
closely matched.

THE BG NEWS EVERY DAYI

A Summer Job
Soaked with Opportunity.

cm

Say THANK YOU to your most treasured
employee - YOUR SECRETARY!
KLOTZ has a wide variety
or gift items, colorful blooming plants,
and gorgeous floral arrangements.

The grade on the new program,
however. Is still out.
"It would be cheaper and more
reliable. But we need to be careful
about using it. This country overvalues standardized responses."
said Monty Neill, executive director
at Fair Test, a Cambridge. Mass.based nonprofit group that advocates assessment reform.
"Machines have real trouble
with unusually creative students."
he said.
Burgan. the head of the professors' association, said that a
teacher falls to connect with students If he or she assigns an essay
and then passes the grading off lo
a computer.

FALL 1998 LISTS
NOW AUAILABLE!

3 Person Rate
Available
Now!
(limited number available)
• Frazee Ave. Apts.
• East Merry Ave.
• Field Manor Apts.

No doubt youK have a great time at Cedar Point this
summer. Why not get paid for it? Sunshine, fresh air,
plenty of friendly people, and great pay-What better
way to spend your summer? We even offer low-cost
housing for eligible employees. So why
not get to the Point and soak up al
the opportunities waiting for you?
Campus Ambassadors are on hand at
your school. For on-campus interview
information ca* V800-668-JOBS today.

Klotz Floral, Gift & Garden Center
906 Napoleon Rd
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
419-353-8381
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GREENRRIAR, INC.

Hours:
Monday - Friday
9a.m. • 5p.m.

Saturday
9a.m. • 1p.m.

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717
224 E. Woostcr
Bowling Green. OH 43402
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Tornado sweeps
Midwest, kills 4
The Associated Press

can Red Cross in Dyersburg said
after surveying the area.
In Manila, the brother and sister killed In their mobile home
were described as being about 8
and 3 years old.
Their home "was just destroyed," White said. "It was over
in seconds."
A parent In the home was injured, he said.
Buildings also were damaged
at Jonesboro and Blytheville in
northeastern Arkansas. Two
hundred structures, including
some mobile homes, were damaged in the Manila area, said Jim
Harris, a spokesman for Gov.
Mike Huckabee. The governor
said he would try to visit the
community today.
The storm was part of a series
that rolled across northern and
eastern Arkansas overnight. It
appeared the same storm hit Manila and Roellen.
In middle Tennessee, three
people were injured at a cluster
of mobile homes in Dickson
County, about 40 miles west of
Nashville. The National Weather
Service also reported golf-ballsize hail In Hermitage, just
northeast of Nashville, and the
city itself was buffeted with high
wind and torrential rain.
The same storm system
brought up to 6 inches of rain
overnight in southern Indiana.

MANILA. Ark. - A tornado
shrouded by darkness skipped
across northeastern Arkansas
and western Tennessee early today, killing four people, including a man and a woman blown
more than 200 feet from their
mobile home. At least 22 people
were injured.
Two children were killed in
their mobile home in Manila
around 3 a.m., and the man and
woman died an hour later in the
west Tennessee community of
Roellen, across the Mississippi
River some SO miles away.
"The farmland just has twisted
tin all over it," said Irene Wortliam, whose home was about two
blocks from the path of the storm
as it passed through Manila. She
and her husband heard a warning
and ran to their storm cellar five
minutes before the twister hit.
"People heard it but couldn't
see it," said Manila firefighter
Michael White. "It passed probably 400 yards from my house.
Tornados raged through the American South again this week, this
the storm.
There was so much lightning and
time striking in Arkansas. This Dollar General store was destroyed in
rain I didn't see anything."
The bodies of the Tennessee
victims, a man and a woman,
Public Policy and has been ever Continued from page one.
Continued from page one.
were found 200 to 250 feet from
since. This center conducts aptheir home, which was torn apart,
talked with who have a high re- plied research, technical assis- proper permits and approval
Dyer County Executive James
gard for Bowling Green," Bal- tance and training for the state from environmental and health
McCord said. At least one injury
lard said. "After visiting the and northern New England. In authorities might take some
was reported in the county as
campus, I came away with the addition to this accomplishment, time, Yocum said.
well.
feeling that Bowling Green is a Ballard has co-authored six
The Navy has been busy reas"I counted five homes totally
Earlier, in southern Illinois,
destroyed, and probably a dozen rain, high winds and tornadoes university with a sense of direc- books and published many arti- suring the public there is no haztion
and
is
a
leader
In
what
a
pubcles in professional journals and ard in transporting the napalm,
or so more with lesser damage," caused a few minor injuries
lic university can be and should publications.
which was used in the Vietnam
Wayne Karlgaard of the Ameri- Wednesday night.
be."
Ballard will begin his duties War to burn foliage.
Hallard, who teaches courses here on July 1. He succeeds Louis
The impasse began on Monday
in public sector leadership and Katzner, currently the vice pro- when Pollution Control Ininstitutional change at the Uni- vost for research and dean of the dustries abruptly backed out of
versity of Maine, received his Graduate College, who will re- its $2.5 million subcontract bachelor's degree from the Uni- turn to his teaching career in the
which is part of the larger $24
versity of Arizona and earned his philosophy department.
million recycling program - citmaster's and doctoral degrees
"I am looking forward to work- ing pressure from Midwestern
from Ohio State University.
ing with him because he is an politicians who objected to
Back in 1989, Ballard was the easy person to get to know since transporting napalm across the
founding director of the Mar- he is very friendly," Middleton country and recycling it in their
garet Chase Smith Center for said.
states.

BALLARD

AM*CUMC4 Press Pkata

WOODS

NAPALM

Continued from page one.
parks.
"(It) is currently listed as ex-..
tirpated, meaning that its extinction once occurred in Ohio. In-.
1996, a small population was
found in Lucas County and in the
summer of 1997, a large population was found in Bordner Meadow and in St. John's Woods," Ostrand said.
Brendan O'keefe, senior environmental policy major, feels
there Is less green space in the
community, but also feels the
owner has a right to develop on
the land however he chooses.
"However, this specific concern
Is only part of the bigger problem
of rapid urban sprawl that is being unchecked." O'keefe said.

What da ymiate
itiowc futwce?

FALL 1998 LEASING AVAILABLE!
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Newly Constructed for Fall 1998
3 Bedroom, Furnished, A/C, &
Fireplaces
808 Frazee Ave.

352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green
OHIO
43402

GREENBRIAR,

Hours:
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. -5 p.m.
Saturday
INC. 9 a.m. -1 p.m.

i

UISIT

www.newloverealty.com
Fall '98 Housing now
listed on the Web
Newlove Realty Rentals
328 S. Main
(our only office)
352-5620

HURRY FOR A NEW APARTMENT IN THE FALL1

If!

Would you like to be a
part of the BIG changes
that are going on at
The BG News?
You could win a $100 gift
certificate to the University
Bookstore by designing a new
Flag and Topic Symbols for
The News.
Requirements

Each entry must include a design for both the Flag and
Topic Symbols. Entries must include a one and two color
design. We prefer designs created digitally in programs
such as: Freehand, Illustrator, Quark XPress. Photoshop
or Pagemaker. Each mounted design should be labeled
with the designer's name and phone number on the back
of the board.
1. Flag (nameplate at top of page one) - must be no
larger than 14" wide by 5" deep and can include the
Falcon Head logo. City of Bowling Green Seul or the
I'niversity Seal. Must include the phrase "Independent
voice serving the Bowling Green Community for over
75 years" or some variation there of. Must be mounted
on 20"xl5" black board at full sine.
2. Topic Symbols — please provide designs for six
of the following topics: Campus News, City News,
Technology, Nation. World, Weather (Seasonal),
Sports, Faculty, Calendar and Administration. Winner
of the competition may be required to produce 15 total
designs and could be offered a staff position. Symbols
will be viewed at l'/j" square but may be presented
larger. Must be presented mounted together on 20 "x 1 o"
black board.
Entries mux be turned in to 210 Weit Hall c/o Darla War nook by
May 31st at 6 p.m. Competition open only to BGSU students.
Multiple entries are permitted. For more information call Debbie
or Tara at 372-8294 or Darla at 372-«96«.
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For Elderly. Handicapped Persons. & Children 4-13 w/Adult
Transit ID. Card Required*
"Available ai Gram'* Admmi«raior'\ Office. 154-6303
V

Discount Taxi Tickets Available. Please Call 354-6203 For Information.
v

Friday, April 17th
7:30 pm
Lenhart Grand

Children Ride Free'

-

4 Years or Younger, or Under 40 Pounds, wilh an Adull
OiiJrrn Mu.i Ride in Child KcMumi Scat* Provided

»

Van w/ Lift Available: Wheelchair Access & Group Sealing

Hours: 6:00 a.m. • Midnight
Monday - Saturday

&a\\room
$2.00

RcMnctcd Houn on Holiday*
Service Area Bowling Green
Please lei dnvci know how
many perwm. will
he nding.

The 100th person
thrcugh the door will win

a $10 Gift Certificate

B.C. Taxi

Thu %cn In ■» financed in part from
an operating attiuance gram from
ODOT&FTA

352-0796

^ BG Taii informal ion 11
available in large print
and audio (ape formal
upon reqikcat

to Easy 5 tree t
Sponsored f y: UA0
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Question:

MOfS TENNIS
)

BGSU

vs.
Western Michigan

Belci 500
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Natalie CanAndrea Glending
Melissa Heban
Kate Rosinsky

Keefe Courts

VJ§>

held at Laurel Hills Tennis
Club in Moumee)

Students admitted FREE with valid BGSU ID
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Pol Pot dies in Cambodia at age 73
The Associated Press
TOKYO - From the American
whose memoir produced "The
Killing Fields" movie to Cambodian refugees, the news of Pol
Pot's death made many wish he
had lived long enough to be tried
for mass murder.
"It doesn't change the lives of
my friends who are still there,"
said Sydney H. Schanberg, the
American journalist, when asked
about Pol Pot's death Wednesday
night in the Cambodian jungle
where he was being held under
house arrest.
Schanberg, whose book about
Pol Pot's Khmer Rouge regime
helped create the Oscar awardwinning film, said in an interview
in New York that the former dictator's "legacy is a very
poisonous one."
"Those who survived and suffered tlirough his genocide are
never really going to have closure," he said.
"The only sad thing about... his
death is that he was never
brought to trial before an international tribunal," said Schanberg, who covered Cambodia for
The New York Times in the
mid-1970s, when Pol Pot ruled
and up to 2 million people died of
starvation, overwork and executioa
When news reports emerged
this morning that Pol Pot, 73, had
died in Cambodia, many refused
to believe them at first because
many earlier reports about the
dictator's demise had proven
false.
That was true in southern California, where about 60,000 Cambodians have taken up exile, as
well as in Japan, where 2,000
Cambodian refugees live.
"I was surprised to hear that. I
cannot still believe it is true,"
Yurai Go, a 29-year-old former
Cambodian who now has obtained Japanese nationality, told
Kyodo News. Go said she had lost
many of her family members and
relatives in Cambodia under Pol
Pot's Khmer Rouge rule.
"Wounds in my heart will not
be so simply erased, even if he is
dead," Go said. "Can peace ever
come to Cambodia?"
The same sentiment was true
in southern California, home to
the largest population outside the

TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF BG'S BEST
APARTMENTS!
Units available for summer
at the following locations:
* 836 Scott Hamilton
2 bdrm. duplex
$800 for ENTIRE
summer lease
* 850 Scott Hamilton
2 bdrm. apartment
$800 for ENTIRE
summer lease

Units for fall available at
the following locations:
* 710-730 Scott HamUton
2 bdrm. units, patios,
central air. roomy.
Free water & sewer.
* 850 Scott Hamilton
2 bdrm. units, very spacious,
new carpet, paint, linoleum.
Free water & sewer.
* 836-836 1/2 Scott Hamilton
2 bedroom duplex.
$500/mo. plus utilities.

Call Matt at: 352-4380
for more information.

The Associated Press

Ai.ocUtcd Prcai Pkoto

A soldier stands near the body of Cambodia's dictator Pol Pot. Pol Pot died Wednesday ending a 23-year
reign of terror which included mass killings of innocent citizens. His regime inspired the movie "The Killing Fields."
Southeast Asian country, which know whether the struggle would
remains wartorn and impov- end. Pol Pot is one person. Many
erished today.
people are still there causing
"Until I see some picture on trouble. ... We are longing for
TV, and I know that his body is in peace. We are tired of war."
a third party's hands, I won't beDiep Ly, an editor of the Anglieve it," said Sovann Tith, execu- kor Borei News newspaper in
tive director of United Cambo- Long Beach, said: "I think it's
dian Community Inc., a refugee April Fool's. They just want to let
social services organization us think that the Khmer Rouge is
based in Long Beach, Calif.
falling apart to fool us. We'll
Even if Pol Pot is dead, Tith never see the body. We'll never
said, it doesn't make much dif- know."
ference to Cambodia. "I don't
He said that many people who

next to Klnko's

When building a campfire,
clear a 5-foot area around
the pit down to the soil.
REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN
PREVENT FOREST FIRES.
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HIGHLAND

MANAGEMENT

Apartments available
for Summer and Fall.
Don't just
sit there!
<**Stop in today for
a complete 1998/1999
apartment listing.

Th» Highlands - Gradual*
housing. One bedroom . Laundry
facilities in building. A/C, Quiet!
From $410/mo. For more into, call
354-6036

The Grand Lodge of the Orange Order, historically aligned with Trimble's party, said
Wednesday .it could not urge
its 50,000 members to support
the deal until it knew more
about provisions for early
release of paramilitary
prisoners and reforming the
Royal Ulster Constabulary,
Northern Ireland's predominantly Protestant police force.

CHASING AMY

FULL OF TRUTH AND

EXPLOSIVE COMEDY!*

Friday, April 17 &
Saturday, April 18
8:00pm & 11:00pm
111 Olscamp
$2.00

Alpha Chi Omega

MfN'S TfNNIS

35 years ago we knew
our way to the finish line.
Do you know yours?
Good luck to our Beta
Team!

Additional Sites to Choose from:
LIBERTY STREET &
SUMMIT HILL.

We II take care of you. Best
price, well maintained, privacy
and deadbolt security, large
apartments. 24-hr Maintenance

HIGHLAND
MANAGEMENT

Personal

sions are currently being acceptIf your article is good, we
Send submissions to

FRIDAY
1:00KEEFE Courts
(In case of inclement weather match will be held at
Laurel Hills Tennis Club in Maumee)
Students admitted FREE with valid BGSU ID

FALL 1998
LEASING
AVAILABLE
Mercer Manor
Apartments
One of BG's
Newest
Complexes
Features
•3 Bedrooms
•2 Full Baths
•Air Conditioning
•Fireplaces
•Microwaves

202 West Hall, c/o Charlotte
GIEENHIA*. INC.

If you have questions call
Deadline:

April 20.

Publication: April 29

I
.. ■ --, ■ i

Trimble added that he believed more than 70 percent of
the voters would support the
agreement in the referendum.
Anything less than 60 percent
would bode ill for the success
of the new power-sharing
structures to be set up to
govern Northern Ireland, he
said.

Questions? Call 372-7164

a*;**! 352-9302

Jay-Mar Apts. Quiet housing.
Spacious, laundry facilities in
building, A/C, Gas heat, Start at
$510/mo. 12-mo lease.
Call 354-6036 tor a showing.

essay and opinion article submis-

372-2440

113 Railroad St.

Open Mon thru Fri
8:00am - 5:00pm
Sat 8 - 12

419 354-6036

the next Obsidianl

Wade.

b.

BELFAST, Northern Ireland
- The leader of Northern Ireland's largest party said today
that he believes the majority
of his Protestant supporters
are ready to vote for an
agreement for sharing power
with Catholics.
"It Is the best deal that is
available, warts and all. There
isn't a better one available and
there isn't a realistic alternative," said David Trimble,
leader of the pro-British Ulster Unionist Party.
Trimble failed to get an endorsement for the agreement
Wednesday from the Grand
Lodge of the Orange Order,
the largest Protestant fraternal organization in Northern
Ireland. At the same time,
Protestant firebrand Ian Paisley launched his campaign for
a "no" vote on the agreement
in the May 22 referendum in
both parts of Ireland.
Trimble said one of the key
gains is that all parties to the
agreement would be obliged to
recognize the legitimacy of
British rule in Northern Ireland, and to affirm that any
change in that status would
require consent from a
majority of the province's
people.
An opinion poll published
today in The Irish Times and
The Guardian newspaper in
London supported Trimble's
optimism, showing that 73
percent of those surveyed intended to vote for the agreement, compared to 14 percent

who intended to vote no.
The Harris Research Center
interviewed 500 people Saturday and Tuesday by telephone,
and the sampling error was
about 3 percentage points.
Though that's just one poll,
with still more than u month to
go before the referendum in
Northern Ireland, it will hearten Trimble's supporters as
they prepare for a vote by the
Ulster Unionist's 800-member
governing council Saturday.
Last weekend, Trimble got a
72 percent "yes" vote from the
party executive. At a news
conference this morning, he
brushed aside a question about
whether he would resign if he
lost the vote, and said he expected an even larger majority Saturday.

130 E. WaAinpon Sum. Bowling Grai, Ohio

We want you to be a part of

will print it!

were allied with Pol Pot want to
avoid an international trial for
him, knowing it could lead to
their own prosecution.
Across Asia, governments
were slow to react to the death of
Pol Pot, and at least one appeared
to question whether it was true.
In Singapore, government-run
television led its noon news by
reporting that the Phnom Penh
government was saying it wanted
to see Pol Pot's body before it
would confirm he was dead.

RE Management

MATCH POINT

What is on your mind?

ed.

Referendum gains
appoval in N. Ireland

352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402
Hours:
Monday-Friday
9 am -5 p.m.
Saturday
9 am -1 p.m.

».

Mow Accepting
Applications

L^-

• fall 1998 BG News Editor
• Summer 1998 BG News Editor
• 1998-99 Gavel Editor
• 1998-99 Key Yearbook Editor
• 1998-99 Miscellany Editor
• 1998-99 Obsidian Editor
^^"Application forms may be picked
up at 204 West Hall Deadline is Friday. April 17. 5:00 pm
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Social critic's widow carries
on husband's 'brave' goals
The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - The path
leads out from the 1930s, Spanish-style home and winds
through an invitingly green canyon. It is the same path that
writer and social critic Aldous
Huxley took for his daily walk,
and the one his widow follows today.
At age 86, the energetic Laura
Archera Huxley isn't content to
sit and admire her view at the
edge of the Hollywood Hills,
which includes the startlingly
close "Hollywood" landmark
sign.
She also refuses merely to tend
proud memories of her husband,
who died at age 69 in 1963 and
whose works include the provocative novel "Brave New World."
Instead, Mrs. Huxley is an active champion of the goals the
couple sought to advance, including children's rights, environmental protection and the bold
exploration of human potential.
The English-bom Aldous Huxley's influence was far-reaching.
He coined the term "ecology,"
inspired the name for The Doors
rock band (taken from his novel
"The Doors of Perception") and
was an early LSD experimenter
along with the controversial
Timothy Leary.
"Brave New World," published
in 1932, is Huxley's most durable
legacy. It paints a bleak view of a
futuristic society in which efficiency has replaced love and
freedom. Babies are born solely
via test tube and feel-good drugs
control the population.
Its title has become an alarmist
catchword, summoned by critics
of genetic engineering, moodnumbing drugs (such as the
novel's Soma) and artificially
aided conception.
"Brave New World" was the
basis of a 1980 TV movie (with
Bud Cort and Keir Dullea) and
now returns to television In a
sleek, compelling new version
starring Peter Gallagher, Leon-

ard Nimoy and Rya Kihlstedt.
NBC TV presents the movie at
9 p.m. EDT Sunday.
The Huxley estate has no involvement with the project. Huxley sold the movie rights to his
book in the 1930s for $2,000, a
sum that his widow wryly recalls
was pocketed by an agent to
finance his vacation.
The novel's dark theme reveals
only one side of the author, Mrs.
Huxley said.
"Sometimes he was a pessimist, but he also thought that
man, given a chance, had such
extraordinary charity, such
extraordinary genius," she said.
"If there is a book of his I
would like to be read more, it is
•Island' (1962). It is really a
masterpiece. It's the other side of
'Brave New World.' "In 'Brave
New World' he was warning us;
in 'Island' he says what could
happen if we were just a little
more loving. Any parent should
have this book," Mrs. Huxley
remarks.
Families and children are the
focus of Mrs. Huxley's foundation, Our Ultimate Investment.
Its goal is "bringing children
up loving the world, rather tnan
fearing it as many children do,"
she says in softly accented tones
of her native northern Italy.
Laura Archera, a violinist who
made her Carnegie Hall debut as
a teen-ager and went on to become a writer, film producer and
therapist, met Huxley in 1948.
Both had settled in the Los Angeles area.
A novice moviemaker at the
time, she sought advice from
writer-director John Huston on a
film she wanted to make about
the palio, the horse race of Siena,
Italy.
"He said, 'You have to have a
package,'" Mrs. Huxley recalled.
"I said, 'What's a package?' 'A
writer, a star and a director.
There's a writer, name of Aldous
Huxley, he's well-known. You
should go and see him.'"
The film never was made, but

Faculty, Staff, and Students
Receive 10% off your total order
when you present your BGSU ID.
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Laura Huxley, widow of author
Aldous Huxley, is still championing the causes she and her husband fought for.
the visit began a friendship with
Huxley and his wife of 35 years,
Maria, that continued until Maria's death from cancer in 19SS. A
year later, Laura and Aldous
Huxley were married.
"He was very, very easy to live
with. You always think a writer
or artist has to be neurotic; it's
not true," Mrs. Huxley said.

THEATRE

Call for Tickets 372-2719

"It was beautiful," said Dominic Tocco, president of the
1,400-member Teamsters
Local 416. "These kids stood up
for their rights. I think we kind
of leveled the playing field for
them."

Dave College
striking teenager
tion and to theirs. It was not
one-sided."
The young workers hoped
they sent a message to lowpaid, fast-food workers everywhere.
"It just shows that if you believe in something you shoulu
stand up for it," said Heidi
Shaffer, 18.
"Damn the man!" Dave College, 16, hollered Wednesday
as he and about 15 others held
signs bearing the words
"Teamsters" and "Overworked, Underpaid" outside the
McDonald's about 20 miles
south of Cleveland.

McDonald's consultant
Dwight Bungo said the company was satisfied with the
deal.
"This was an isolated incident," Bungo said. "The
agreement is to our satisfac-
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On Sunday, he convinced coworkers to walk out with him
from the McDonald's 20 miles
southeast of Cleveland. As
word of the strike spread, local
Teamsters lent their support
and made the workers associate members.
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"Damn the man!"

During our slorewide Anniversary Sale, lake advantage of these savings offers on

Great Food 4 Ice Cream

THE TQRTQISE
AND THE HARE
and
JOHNNY

MACEDONIA, Ohio - Hold
the pickets. Twenty McDonald's workers who went on
strike reached a settlement
Thursday.
"I'm glad it's over. I can go
back to school," said Bryan
Drapp, 19, a University of Akron freshman who organized
the five-day walkout by mostly
teen-age workers.
The agreement ended what
was believed to be the first
strike against the restaurant in
the United States.
Workers said the deal includes human-relations training for managers and the
promise to address their complaints that new hires get paid
more than experienced employees.
Drapp decided to walk off
the job after a supervisor yelled at an elderly crew member
for setting down a trash bag in
the wrong place and made her

cry. He said it was one of many
times that bosses were too
harsh with workers.

ANNIVERSARY
SALE

1027 N. Main 352-4178

The Treehouse Troupe
PRESENTS

Striking workers settle
beef with McDonald's
The Associated Press
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BG prepares for spring scrimmage
□ The Falcons will test
each other's skills in the
inter-BG scrimmage,
known as the Brown
and Orange game.

Spring Brown & Orange Game

Saturday • 1 p.m.
Doyt Perry Stadium

By TOD McCLOSKEY
The BG News
The Bowling Green football
team is wasting no time in getting a head start on this year's
season. Saturday, the team will
hold its annual Brown and Orange game at Doyt Perry Stadium. Game time is set for 1 p.m.
This intrasquad scrimmage is a
game that lets players know
where they stand on the depth
charts and on the field.
"I think the players have the
opportunity at least for a good
portion of the spring game to
hone skills, get better and improve," said BG coach Gary
Blackney "That's what a player
needs to do every time he has the
opportunity to perform."
Though the Brown and Orange
game is important, it is not as intense as an opponent, allowing
for some fun. It's also a way of
enjoying a special spring practice with fans.
Typical spring practices combine humid weather and hard
work, so the scrimmage allows
players to test how hard they've
worked against their fellow
teammates.

Players to watch for the Falcons:
• Ricky Schneider (Sophomore)
QB
Will play In the absence of starter Bob Nlemet (baseball) ... does
have experience as a starter
• Leon Weathersby (senior)
One of the top klckoff return specialists In the country.

Photo courtciy BGSU Sportf Information

The Falcon football team will take part in the annual Brown and Orange scrimage. Game time is scheduled for 1 p.m.
"It breaks up the monotony of
spring practices," senior fullback Adam Lige said. "We all get
to go out and have a good time."
According to Blackney, the
spring has been a good one thus
far. The Brown and Orange game
helps coaches see what else
needs to be done in preparing the
team for the summer.
"For the coaching staff, it's another day to get things done to
help our players improve in
game conditions," Blackney said.
"The coaching staff plans to let

the first teams play each other
for one quarter. In the other
three quarters, the offensive and
defensive first teams would play
against second and third teams.
By allowing the first teams to
play the whole game, Blackney is
hoping the whole game experience will develop into a successful team.
"In the last three quarters,
what I want to do is program our
first units for success," Blackney
said. "The first offense can have
success against the second de-

"It breaks up the
monotony of spring
practices."
Adam Lige
Falcon fullback
fense and the first defense can
have success against the second
offense."
The Falcons need an approach
that's going to jumpstart them-

RB/WR

• Joe O'Neill (Junior)
MLB
173 tackles the last two seasons playing alongside his brother at
Inside linebacker.
• Junior Williams (Senior)
166 tackles the last two seasons and Is a big hitter.
selves out of the blocks. BG faces
Ohio, Miami and Toledo in its
first three Mid-American Conference games in 1998. Those
teams will give BG a big test
coming right out of the gate.
Last year, the Falcons stumbled to a 3-8 overall and 3-5 MAC
record. The three MAC wins tied
BG for fourth place in the East
Division with Kent.
Each of the past three years,
the Falcons have dropped in wins
each year - from five in 1995 to

FS/CB

four in 1996 to three in 1997. This
year's seniors were recruited to
BG around the time of their Las
Vegas Bowl Championship in
1992.
"All of these seniors were recruited here to win champion-'
ships," Blackney said. "Because
we were in our glory years when
these guys were recruited. They
came here with the expectations
to win, compete at a high level
and be involved in some championship games."

Trockstersface tough MAC meet BG faces MAC foes at Ball State
□ The Cardinals and
Broncos provide a tough
test for BG.
By TIMOTHY MINNECI
The BG News
If Bowling Green men's track
coach Sid Sink wants a measuring stick of how his team is performing in the Mid-American
Conference, he'll get it this
weekend at Ball State.
The Falcons will go up against
the Cardinals and Western Michigan, the latter a team which Sink
sees as a major thorn in BG's
side.
"We have a heck of a time beating them in meets," Sink said.
"We're going to go over there and
hopefully go after them ... I think
we've got a chance to do that."
The Broncos boast a strong
squad that includes current
national decathlon leader Phil
McMullen, who automatically

qualified for the NCAA Championships with a WMU schoolrecord of 8008 points to win the
event at the SeaRay Relays two
weeks ago.
"Phil is our franchise athlete,"
said WMU head track coach Jack
Shaw.
Along with doing damage in the
decathlon, McMullen is also
ranked third in the MAC in the
pole vault, ahead of BG senior
Travis Downey (fourth) and junior Mike Baxter (sixth). McMullen ranks third in the 110-meter
hurdles as well.
Besides McMullen, the Broncos have some of the conference's better sprinters in junior
Ryan Johnson, currently ranked
sixth in the MAC in the 100-meter
dash and freshman Coye Bouyer,
who is fifth in the MAC in the
400.
BG senior Rob Pietruszka, who
had been injured recently, should
be back and ready to go against
WMU senior Aaron Oaks, who is

□ The women's track
team travels to Ball State
for an important conference meet.
By DANIELLE OLESZCZUK
The BG News
Saturday • Noon
Ball State
University

currently first in the MAC in the
400-meter hurdles and fourth in
the long jump.
"Pietruszka's coming around."
Sink said. "He had a ribcage injury that seems to be getting better." Both James Estrada and
Eric Holmes are questionable

The Bowling Green women's
track team could finally be competing in a meet they have waited
a long time for Saturday -- a meet
that is warm, sunny and calm.
Each of the Falcon..' competitions thus far have been windy,
rainy and cold. They haven't
been able to compete under good
conditions where the best times
and throws can be achieved.
BG has had some impressive
performances under these bad
weather conditions, so the possibilities for even more Impressive
performances under good

• See TOUCH, page ten.

• See TRACK, page eleven.

• The Falcon squad takes on a

tough Bronco team that features
Phil McMullen, the #1 rated
decathlete in the nation

Hurdler Kristin
Inman has been
one of the more
consistent performers for the
Falcon women's
track team.
BG New. Photo
by Amy Vaa Horn

TV to put spotlight on student-athlete issues
□ A panel of BG athletes will
appear on Saturday's Sports
Extra.
By JASON MCMAHON
The BG News
It wasn't quite Jerry Springer, but it
will still be entertaining.

In a BG 24 Sports Extra to air Saturday at 11 am. (Wood Cable Channel 24),
nine Bowling Green student-athletes
tackled a series of issues in a town hallstyle meeting that turned heated and
almost hostile at times.
The session, taped Thursday night,
included dialogue on gender equity, the
pressures faced by Division I athletes,
role models, and students leaving early

for the professional ranks.
Several student-athletes had the
courage to cast political correctness
aside and express somewhat unpopular
opinions, especially on the topics of Title IX and underclassmen bolting for
the pros.
"I think it's ignorant to pass up a
guaranteed amount of money and always come back to school," said junior

Anthony Stacey, a standout forward on
the Falcon men's basketball team. "I
know people don't want to hear that, but
it's true."
Stacey sat out this past season as a
medical redshirt, suffering first from a
bout with mononucleosis and then a foot
Injury. He will return to the Falcons
next season with two full years of eligibility remaining, and a shot and can
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Mess with the best, wind up
like the rest!!!
Go Kappa Delta -- Let's rock Beta
500 in 1998!
Good Luck to our team -Angie, Angeleena, Shannon, Wendy,
an Betsy...
And to our water girl, Melissa!

conceivably make a push toward BG's
all-time scoring record.
He didn't make any allusions to his
own future, but defended all the players
who have left school early for the riches
of the professional leagues.
"You can always come back to
school," Stacey said.

i.
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Draft heavy on Ohio natives
The Associated Press

For a change, Ohio State wont
figure prominently in the annual
NFL draft this weekend. As
usual, the state of Ohio will.
The Buckeyes had seven
players taken in last year's draft,
including two of the first three:
No. 1 overall pick Orlando Pace,
who was chosen by St. Louis, and
No. 3 Shawn Springs, taken by
Seattle. A dozen Ohio State
players have gone in the first
rounds of the last seven drafts.
What's more, since the 1992
draft, the Buckeyes have lost 10
players who had eligibility remaining.
Yet there are no guarantees
that any Ohio State player will be
taken in this weekend's sevenround, two-day draft in New
York City starting at noon Saturday.
"It's obviously not as big a year
as we've had In past years," said
Ohio State coach John Cooper,
thrilled not to lose anyone early
this year. "It's indicative that we
didn't have the talent last year
that we've had in past years."
Ironically, two Ohio AP Mr.
Football award winners whom
Cooper failed to keep in the state
- Michigan's Charles Woodson
and Penn State's Curtis Enis - are
expected to be among the top five

picks.
Woodson, who won the Heisman Trophy in December, is a
Fremont native who is a perfect
fit as a press comerback in today's attacking pro defenses.
Then again, the 6-foot-l,
197-pounder can also return
kicks and fill In at wide receiver.
At half time, he's available to
hawk beer and hot dogs.
Enis decided to pass up his
senior season after he was suspended for accepting clothing
from an agent. Enis, who
preceded Woodson as Mr. Football in 1993, gained 1,363 yards
last season. At 6-1 and 242
pounds, the Union City native has
the size and speed that makes
scouts salivate.
Ohio State's Pepe Pearson, a
smallish tailback whose yardage
dropped from 1,443 yards as a
junior to 869 last year, has the
best chance of any Buckeye of
being drafted.
The 5-10, 200-pounder said his
yardage hasn't been a concern
for the scouts.
"Everybody is aware that we
had a younger line and the
coaches wanted to pass the ball a
little more my senior year," said
Pearson, hopeful of being taken
in the first four rounds.
Jim Lippincott, the Cincinnati
Bengals' director of pro/college

Sophomores
IN THE BUSINESS COLLEGE
^Hf: Looking for meaningful Sales and Business experience?

personnel, listed a dozen players
from Ohio colleges that could be
drafted. But he could think of
only one reason why the Bengals
would choose a player from Ohio
over another part of the country.
"Maybe their family would buy
season tickets," he cracked.
Bob Hallen spent four years in
relative anonymity as an
offensive lineman at Kent, but
now finds himself a hot property.
He's been weighed, timed and
measured by 20 pro scouts in the
last month.
"People would watch our
games, but they didn't notice the
offensive linemen," he said between newspaper, radio and television interviews. "It's kind of
funny."
Toledo's Clarence Love intercepted just three passes in his
three seasons, but is strong (lifting 1,000 pounds on a hip sled),
fast (a 4.29-second 40) and athletic (a 36-inch vertical jump).
"I'm trying to remain as calm
as possible," he said. "I'm going
to New York for the draft and
watching it with a friend. I'll let
out a big sigh when my name is
called."
Even those who aren't drafted
will likely get a free-agent tryout
somewhere.
Among those waiting and hoping are: Miami tight end Damian

Vaughn, defensive back Jamie
Taylor and offensive tackle Mike
Bird; Penn State wide receiver
Joe Jurevicius from Chardon;
Bowling Green linebacker Kevin
O'Neill; Akron fullback Jamie
Reader; Ohio University cornerback Tevell Jones and cornerback Sean Williams; Ohio State
nose guard Jimmie Bell, defensive end John Day, defensive
tackle Wlnfield Garaett, center
Eric Gohlstin, tight end Tom
Hoying, quarterback/defensive
back Stanley Jackson and linebackers Kevin Johnson and Marcel Willis; former Central State
offensive tackle Tarren Crawford; Cincinnati tackles Jason
Fablni and Pierre Brilliant, linebackers Phillip Curry and Brad
Jackson, comerback Artrell
Hawkins, defensive end Derrick
Ransom and running backs Daryl
Royal and Landon Smith; and
Youngstown State offensive
linemen Todd Kollar and Matt
Hogg and defensive tackle Harry
Deligianis.
Of course, all bets are off.
A year ago, the Dallas Cowboys
drafted Nicky Sualua out of Ohio
State. Sualua had 43 career carries for the Buckeyes when he
quit the sport after two college
seasons because he said he didn't
like football anymore.

Falcons prepare for Bobcats this weekend
The game between Bowling Green and Cleveland State in
Jacobs Field was cancelled yesterday due to rain. The two teams
may reschedule the game for May 12, but no date has been set
yet.
BG (18-13, 7-7 Mid-American Conference) travels to Athens to
take on the Bobcats in a four-game weekend series. Ohio (18-13,
S-9 MAC) is two games behind the Falcons in the MAC East race.
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Proudly Announces Our Spring Initiates
The BG News is looking for a few highly motivated
individuals who are seeking meaningful sales/business experience. Help local business owners increase
their sales through the effective use of newspaper
advertising. Get paid based on your abilities.
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Junior status as of Kail '98

•

own transportation

Becky Carlin
Sandy Carlin
Laura Hurst
Sharon Hollis
Jennifer Clayton
Carrie Gerdeman

Manning or Leaf?
The Associated Press

Sports Briefs

jjfc Want to stand out from the rest of the pack?
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Quarterback Ryan Leaf is a surefire No. 1 or No. 2 pick in Sunday's NFL draft. The only question is whether the Washington
State star will go to Indianapolis or San Diego.

Qj

Christina Lamson
Lisa Ruggiero
Amy Simonovski
Stacey Staruch
Melissa Swigart
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SAN DIEGO -- Fifteen
minutes. That's all it will take
for the San Diego Chargers to
learn the identity of their
franchise quarterback.
The Indianapolis Colts will
open Saturday's NFL draft by
taking Peyton Manning or
Ryan Leaf. Choosing second,
the Chargers get whoever's
left. They hope it's Leaf, with
his strong arm and emotional
leadership.
Leaf hopes to go to the
Chargers, too.
"It would probably be the
ideal situation," said Leaf, a
6-foot-5, 244-pounder who has
relatives in the San Diego area
and has let it be known for
months he wants to wear the
Chargers' lightning bolts.
General manager Bobby
Beathard, who generally
loathes first-round picks, is
glad he has one this year.
Whether their new quarterback starts right away or
needs more time to learn the
offense, the Chargers begin a
new era Stan Humphries, the
only quarterback to take San
Diego to the Super Bowl, retired rather than risk another
concussion.
And the Chargers paid a
king's ransom to Arizona just

to move up one spot in the
pecking order. Knowing the
likes of Leaf and Manning
don't come around often,
Beathard sent this year's second-round pick and next
year's No. 1, plus star punt returner Eric Metcalf and linebacker Patrick Sapp to the
Cardinals.
Only time will tell whether
the Chargers are getting another Dan Fouts, who guided
the Chargers during the Air
Coryell years and landed in
the Hall of Fame.
"I can't compare anyone to
Dan because he's a Hall of
Famer," Beathard said. "But
you hope and expect that
either one of these guys can be
the kind of quarterback who's
recognized as that special, in
that elite group. Barring injury and having a good supporting cast, that's how we evaluate these guys."
Beathard said the Chargers
will be happy with Leaf or
Manning, but it's believed
they favor Leaf, a junior who
left Washington State after
leading the Cougars to their
first Rose Bowl in 67 years.
Leaf and Manning are both
big and come from successful
programs. Leaf is a little big• See DECISION, page ten.
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American Heart
Association *
Figntmg Heart OSWM

Business/Marketing majors preferred

• 1 yr. commitment preferred
Act Now!
only 1 spot available

Call Todd
@ 372-2606
before Monday

j
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E

BG
NEWS

Alternative Clothing • Spring Wear
• BeoOeaVHemp Jewelry • importea
Cigars • Clove Cigarettes • incense •
unique Conaies • Tapestries • Stickers
• Posters • 200« Tees • Patchwork
Pants • Hair Glitter (gold ft silver) ft
others • Body Purifiers (100%
guarantee^- Hoir Coloring

at Beta 500
AMERICAN HEART
ASSOCIATION
MEMORIALS & TRIBUTES

WE MNT VIDEOS • largest Collection ot
Spanish Videos • Hundreds of
Children's Videos • Comedy

445 E. Woostet
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sar. 11:30-9
Sunday 12-6 354-0176

1-800-AHA-USA1

Get Ready for
Round 2!

#

This HMC* prOVKHd M I pubfeC MTVC*

Ol»4 Air*nc«n Haart Auoaahon

AVOID THE RUSH!!!
GET A GREAT APARTMENT WHILE THEY'RE STILL AVAILABLE!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

'7013rd: I bdnn-free beat, water. sewer
1U9 4tf.: I bdrnt-free beat, water, sewer
•710-730 Scott Hamilton:
I bdrnt, patio/balcony
free water, sewer
*S50 Scott Hamilton: I bdrm-free water, sewer

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

•86-86 VI Scott tomato*.: I &PRM. PUPUX
SUMMER LEASES AVAILABLE!

CALL OR STOP BY TODAY!
Mid Am Manor
641 Third Apt. 4, BG
352-4380

Stop into 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
lOUAl MOiUiw,
Or»»OHTUN(IT

(across from Taco Bell)
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BG challenged by Flyers

Broncos
slip past
Falcons

□ The men's tennis
team escapes with a win
over Wright State.
By WILLIAM SANDERSON
The BC News

□ The Women's tennis
team takes the Broncos
to the edge.

By DIANA EOELMAN
The BC News
Thursday's match against an
undefeated Western Michigan
team may have been a loss for
the Bowling Green women's tennis team, but it didn't dampen
BG's spirits any.
The Broncos narrowly
defeated the Falcons 5-4, in a
highly competitive match BG
was fresh off of a 6-3 home win
against Kenyon in a nonconference match. Kenyon
boasts the Division III championship.
But it was the Broncos match
that has the Falcons sparked.
"It was an excellent match,"
senior co-captain Jenny Cheung
said. "As a team we played the
best we have ever played."
Cheung played tough despite
the loss in singles, 7-6, 6-3, in
what she called a "long, tough
match" Meghan Rhodes won her
matches at both singles and doubles, giving the Falcons two more
wins on the day.
A number of the matches could
have gone either way. Abby Bratton put on a spectacular performance, winning number one

TOUGH
Continued from page eight.
with hamstring Injuries.
All this talk of BG and WMU
leaves Ball State in the unenviable position of a third wheel. The
Cardinals were walloped 108-54
in a dual meet at Purdue last
weekend, though their 400- and
1600-meter relay squads both
earned first-place finishes.

Friday, April 17, 1998

BG Ntwi Phoi. k> Amy V»» Han
The Falcon women's tennis team will travel to Muncie, Indiana to take
on Ball State today and Western Michigan tommorow.

They were supposed to be the
warmup act for the Bowling
Green men's tennis team. They
were a chance to give the Falcon
freshmen a chance to play without pressure.
However, the Wright State
Raiders did not know that.
Wright State nearly pulled off
the upset, as BG escaped with a
narrow 4-3 victory Thursday
afternoon at Keefe Courts.
"I thought we played pretty
well," said Wright State coach
Herb Foster. "Playing BG is
tough. They have got a good program all the way down. I'm awfully proud of the way our guys
came and played."
With undefeated MidAmerican Conference rivals Ball
State and Western Michigan
looming on the horizon, the Falcons seemed to overlook the

singles in the third set, 6-4.
and Western Michigan. Success
"It is time for us to peak as a this season is attributed to a
team." Cheung said. "I think we number of things, including the
should be able to win the game team's physical fitness.
That has been worked on more
this weekend and probably be the
fourth seed going into the MAC." than in other seasons. The team
If the Falcons go into the MAC has been running a lot as well as Continued from page nine.
tournament next weekend as the working with weights.
ger and the Chargers like his arm
"That has helped us because it
fourth seed, they will more than
strength
likely face Western Michigan, has made us stronger and
"There just aren't many guys
tougher," Cheung said. "So, if the who come along with any
setting up a tough rematch.
"If we get fired up, we should match is really close or it was a stronger arm than a Ryan Leaf,"
be able to beat them," Cheung third set, we were able to play a Beat hard said.
lot better because we had our
said.
When asked which of his atThe Falcons have had nu- physical fitness to rely on."
tributes means the most to him,
The MAC chamionship will be
merous successes this season.
Leaf said: "I just think I'm an
The team has only lost three held April 23-25 in Akron, and emotional leader. The players
marks the end of the season for
games in the MAC, coming
around me feed off it."
the women's tennis team.
against Eastern Michigan, Miami
Leaf, who grew up in Great
Falls, Mont., says he plays for the

his match at No. 5 singles. He
beat Sean Velie in a tight 64, 7-5
match.
Ben Ashford lost to Darius
Prier 6-4, 7-6. Josh Hamilton lost
to Mike Brush 6-4,6-4.
As it turned out, the doubles
point was the game-winner,
thanks to BG's 2-1 advantage.
The Gabel brothers, Ryan and
Brandon, beat Mik* Brush and
Tom Oliver 8-2. The freshman
combination of Ben Ashford and
Josh Hamilton edged out Sean
Velie and Darius Prier 8-5.
The Raiders' win was courtesy
of Warren Gavin and Mike Pinto.
They beat Milan Ptak and Huynh
8-5.
While Wright State may not
have made the kind of warmup
Bowling Green expected, perhaps they will be more of a wakeup call.

Raiders.
The Falcons played regulars in
the top three spots. While Radu
Bartan and Matt Wiles won their
matches in straight sets, Dave
Anderton suffered a three-set
loss. In the lower half, two of the
three matches were Wright State
wins.
"Mentally, we just weren't real
sharp today," said BG coach Jay
Harris. "We weren't in that battle
mode and hopefully this will be a
little bit of a wake-up call."
Bartan frustrated his No. 1
singles opponent Mike Pinto 6-2,
6-0. Matt Wiles won in No. 2 singles 6-3,6-4.
Despite the win, Wiles was not
thrilled.
"I wasnt very sharp," Wiles
said. "I just wanted to hit a lot of
balls and get ready for tommorrow's big match. I was kind of
disappointed with the way I
played. I just wasn't hitting the
ball very well."
In No. 3 singles, Rocky McCorkle pulled the upset on Dave Anderton. McCorkle won in the
day's only three-set match, 6-3,
2-6,6-1.
Little-used Sonny Huynh won

Powerful Ball State comes in
this afternoon at 2 p.m. and
Western Michigan pays a visit
Sunday at 11 am. With all three
teams tied with 5-0 records in the
MAC, this weekend will determine the seeding of the MAC
tournament next week. .

love of the game, but now he and
Manning will get a lot of money.
The two are expected to seek
signing bonuses ranging between
$7 million and $8 million.
Leaf said if the Chargers draft
him, he wont expect to start, but
rather earn the Job. He said he's
told his agent, Leigh Steinberg,
he wants to be in camp on time,
with no holdout.
A key decision for the Chargers will be when the rookie, be it
Leaf or Manning, is ready to
start.

"These two guys probably can
handle It, going In there," Beathard said. "If by the time we play
our first regular-season game, if
the decision is that this guy's going to play, I think that'll be part
of it, that they're going to be able
to handle the bad things that
happen," Beathard said.
For the Chargers, lots of bad
things happened last year as they
lost their final eight games to finish 4-12. The team has rebuilt its
offensive Une and brought back
running back Nat rone Means.

DECISION

Sink again will be counting on
junior Rah'Sheen Clay to anchor
the relay teams and provide his
usual spark in either the 100-,
200- or 400-meter dash

from way behind at the end and
ran very well."
Clay is currently ranked sixth
in the MAC In the 100, second in
the 200 and third in the 400. Clay
needs a 35-second improvement
in the 200 to provisionally qualify
for the NCAA Championships in
June, to be contested at the University of Buffalo.

"He ran very good anchor legs
on all of our relays," Sink said of
Clay's performance at the
SeaRay Relays. "In the 4x200, we
won our heat. He caught a team

KKT KKT KKT KKT KKr KKX KKT KKT
KapptL -Kfippfi Gamma
Good ILnack at Beta 5001

It keeps
more than
memories
alive.

Runners: Lindsey Dougherty
Lauren Dimling
Laura Latta
Janelle Consiglio
Driver: Chelsea Kunkler

i*************************************************

Howard's Club M

SEASONAL i:\IIM.ON MINI OPPORTUNITIES!
Mii.iuvi in:\i)siAKI

Mon-Sat 2-2.30 am
Sun 5-2:30 am

0 N. Main

I'KO(;K\M

1BETA "«ir* THAN YOU?

352-9951

KKr KKr KKr KKr KKr KKr KKr KKr

Friday
Grasshopper Pie
Saturday
Uncle Knuckle Funk

The Texas Migrant Council's Ohio Regional Migrant Summer Head Stan
Program is currently accepting applications and/or resumes on Apnl 17, 1998
through May I, 1998 for the following positions.
• CENTER MANAGERS
• HEALTH/NUTRITION/MENTAL HEALTH COORDINATORS
• EDtlCATtON/DtSABILrTIES COORDINATORS
• SOCIAL SERVICES/PARENT INVOLVEMENT COORDINATORS
• TEACHERSfTEACHER AIDES • FAMILY SERVICE WORKERS
■ BUS DRIVER/BUS AIDES • CUSTODIANS • COOKS/COOK AIDES

:K IK IK IK IK IK i.K IK

Congratulations
to Sigma
Kappa's
Spring 1998
New Initiates:

^L

***
* Pool» Video Games * Electronic Darts * Pinball j |
UHAUL IIHAUL UHAUL IIHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUl

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THF.SE POSITIONS
PLEASE CONTACT REGIONAL OFFICE
WORK LOCATIONS: ALLIANCE. GENOA. HELENA. LEIPSIC. M1LLBURY.
PORTAGE. TIFFIN.

Denny Smith's BG Truck Accessories
1055 N. Main ST. BG 352-2958
LET US HELP YOU
MOVE INTO YOUR fc
FUTUREI

^^;f*
U-HAUL
0K

PLEASE SUBMIT APPLICATION AND/OR RESUME WITH CURRENT SALARY AND
LOCATION PREFERENCE TO■

Texas Migrant Council
Ann Ohio Regional Director
27800 Lemoyne Rd. Suite G
Millbury. Ohio 43447
Phone(419)837-6503
Fax (419)837-6509

oo^

«TAPE

SUNBfY
• ELEVEN O'CLOCK •

Danielle Markel
janna Winkler
Alycia Humphrey

RENTALS
* Trucks & Trailers

* BOXES

Ssml't iunrfeyi

» OTHER MOVING SUPPLIES
. . ■ ,IJ/i Snnh Uain Hnwlirm (".wo ±L,
-K IK IK i.K JK IK IK IK

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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TRACK
weather conditions are tremendous.
The Falcons travel to Ball State
Saturday to face Western Michigan, Central Michigan and Ball
State.
This meet will give the Falcons
somewhat of an idea of what to
expect at the Mid-American Conference Championships, to be
held May 21-23 in Akron. Ball
State is among the favorites.
"Ball State is tough," said BG
coach Steve Price. "They are going to give us hard competiiion,"he said.
The Cardinals won the MAC
Indoor Championships last
month. BG finished third.
"They are just very difficult to
beat," Price said.
The Falcons should not have a
hard time with Central and
Western. BG beat both of the
teams in the indoor MAC meet.
"We want to win. That's our
first goal, always," Price said.
"We may not win, but it's still our

His comments were met with
strong opposition from the panel.
The loudest voice of dissension
belonged to senior Charlotta
Jones, a forward who finished
her career as the second all-time
leading rebounder for the BG
women's basketball team.
Jones emphasized the importance of education, even for athletes who stand to make millions
in the pros. She brought up the
age-old argument of needing
something to fall back on in the
event of a career-ending injury and Stacey wasn't buying it.
"That's why you sign a contract," he said. "If you blowout a
knee at school (after passing up a
chance to go pro), you get nothing."
Stacey was backed up by junior
Tony Holcomb, a tight end for
the Falcon football team. Holcomb said if a professional opportunity were dangling in from
of him, he'd bolt.
"I play a sport where there are
250 to 300-pound bullies running
around trying to knock you out,"
Holcomb said. "All it takes is one
play. I guess I'd take the money
and run."
The tension didn't drop any
when the subject was changed to
gender equity and Title IX. BG
has been identified as a school
lagging behind in compliance
with the 1972 Supreme Court decision which requires equal op-

mOUcamp

Classified
Ads

Sponsored by Cam put Fsma

The BO Newi will not kno*>nf)v accept advcnii
thai diuntnm jir. o" encourage .WnmniaHon agatfiti an)
iAd» tdual or croup on ihr bait, of nee.■*».color.creed,
religion, national origin, wiual onenuimn. u-uMny.
auwa at a veteran, or on the bow* of any other legally
protected Halt**

Saturday • Noon
Ball Slate
University

Cyding Club Meeting
Everyona mieraalad in participating nail year
In the cyding dub should attend an informational meeting on Tuae.. April 21 al 7.00pm
That meeting wln take place in Room 103 in tie
BA budding.
HEY YOU,
WANT TO GET LUCKY?
Gal your chance
at the Beyond BG
Senior Celebration
Remember you mual
be there to wn the
prizes you bought tickets for.
BEYONDBG

The BG New* mcr>e> the right to decline, ditconuaue
or twfoe any advcmtemeM uich a» thoae found IO be
defimaiory. lacking in tactual bau>. mnleading
.leading or false
fait*
in nature All adverti
wihject to editing and
approval

• The Falcons will meet up with
MAC foes in a scored meet

for the first time in the
outdoor season

CAMPUS EVENTS

goal."
This meet will not be the first
time that BG has competed
against these schools. It will be
the first scored meet, though.
The Falcons have previously
competed against these schools,
but it was at large invitationals
where scores were not kept.
The track meet will begin at
noon on Saturday in Muncle, Ind.

portunities for women and men
at federally funded institutions.
BG has made strides lately,
however. The addition of a Falcon women's soccer team was
prompted in part by Title IX.
But when the topic was broached with the athletes, the atmosphere got even more tense
especially after junior hockey
player declared Title IX "B.S."
He went on to say that the law
needs to be redefined so that
women's sports are not aided at
the expense of men's sports. All
across the country, men's sports
are being slashed in order to balance athletic department spending between men's and women's
sports.
Both Holcomb and Stacey
pointed out that it's usually the
men's sports that rake in the big
bucks.
"College sports is all about
revenue," Stacey said, 'it's all
about the money."
In addition to Stacey, Jones,
Holcomb and Price, the panel included Softball player Carmen
Hltterdal, men's soccer player
Scott Vallow, women's tennis
player Tiffany LaSusa, Kristin
Inman from women's track, and
men's swimmer Matt Johnsen,
who helped end the show on a
high note with his Jim Carrey
impression.
The show, moderated by BG 24
sports anchors Melissa Pearch
and Chris Stipes, kicks off the
station's annual telethon.

EUMbafl Player* wanted Nation*. Adult Basebal Association will hold try-out Sun. Apr. 19th
& Carter Park & 10:00 am. Aoas 18+

PUBLIC AUCTION
BGSU Surplus Inventory
Wednesday, April 29,199., 10:00am
Location: Reed Street Warahouee, Bowling
Green, Ohio. Next to RH track* between
Reed afreet and Fraiee Ave. Watch tor auction »lgn*
SELL AT 11:00 SHARP
Vehiciee and Equipment: 1966 Dodge passenger van. 1974 Cushman Trucfcster. gas,
flatbed. 1965 E-Z-Go gas golf carl; 1974
Cushman "Golfster" gas go" cart, canopy, rear
seel; One 1969 and one 1966 National 64 inch
Tri-Plex reel mower. Kohier engartes (sel with
reserve): 1974 Lindig Model KT-15 soil shredder. PTO operated. 6 loot hopper (sea* with
reserve). Woods 15 loot oat-wing pull type rotary mower, hyd wing fold
Loet and Found: Rang*, watches, backpacks.
books, umbrellas.
Blcyclee: Over 40 bikes ol various makes.
Equipment: Lots and lots of computers, monitors, printers, cables. Minolta EP 3170 and EP
31 SO copiers. QMS laser printer: Brother HL
1260 laser printer: Panasonic KX P4450 laser
printer. Xerox 1012 copier; Toshiba BO9100
copier: Panasonic 3250 video camera, other
video cameras; tn pods. Zenith TV; Sony TV;
several photo eniaroers: 3M MR 424 Processor; Bosntch Boston wire stitcher; 3M
MR 447 iamtnator; fluorescent light fixtures;
hand towel dispensers; vaulting horse; slide
screen, photo studto light; platform scales;
chalk boards; slide viewer; muln meters: Selectric and other typewriters; Sony tape recorder,
many other miscellaneous items.
Furniture and Hstures: Drafting table, lighted
drawing tables; metal storage cabinets; wood
chest of drawers; several dorm chaws; folding
tables; wood and metal desks.
TERMS: Cash or check with ID. No goods removed until settled for Statements made sal*
day take precedence over printed material.
SALES TAX WILL BE COLLECTED.
Steve's Note: This is a large assortment of
items with many not listed See you there1
OWNER: BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
Inventory Ifonagernent
For Information, contact BUI Aamue
(«19) 372-8616.
AUCTIONEER: STEVE POWELL
Bowling Green, OH
Phone: (419) 823-3496.
Food will be available by BGSU Dining Ser
vice*. Auctioneer is licensed and bonded m
favor of the Slate of Oho Not responsible for
accidents or loss.

In an instant
a stroke can
change your life
forever

COLUMBUS AREA STUDENTS
Summer Internships 17 50mr
available at NATIONWIDE i
Soph. Jr. or Sv Bus. IPC or other major
tor various office posisons-NOT SALES.
Apply 0 Co-op: 310 SiSvcs BMg
2-2451-Deadline: 4/21
MUST nave Columbus housing.
Free Cash Grants I
College Scholarships Business Medical Bills
Never repay. Toll tree 1-800-218.9000 En
G-2076.
Friday's at Kamikazes
25 cam draft 4-Spm
Your Friday afternoon destination
altar class

In recognition ol
Male appreciation Month
VIEWPOINTS...
Manhood: You fill in the blank
An open forum tor students a faculty.
April 16,1998
lOam-noon
m the Ballroom
sponsored by Graduate Student Senate.

There's only ONE WAY
k) Beyond BG...
Follow the signs lo Anderson Arena
April 23rd form 7.10pm
The Biggest Party ol (ha year I

GREEK WEEK 1998 ' ONE COMMON BONO
Mon ■ Banner ContesvLener Day
lues' Exchange Dinner
Wad' Golf Outing
Thus * Lip Sync
Fri' Movie Night "Jerry McGmre
Sal' Greek OtympictyMud Volleyball
Sun * Spring Awards Banquet
Have some TASTE
Come to Beyond BG on
April ?3rd from 7 10pm
Anderson Arena
After you aat your
Free pizza, subs and wings
Vote in the People's Choice Award 1998

HEY Kamikazes.
The great music, rnce bartenders, and great
tasting kamikazes make tor a tun Saturday

"**

Thank."

Looking tor something to do? Coma lo Howard's tor a Benefit Concert sponsored by
BGSU tor Camp on April 21st from 10-2. Faalunng: Choke Sympathy. Evotooo. The Sweet
Little High Fi't and Jim Danger's Air Force. 13
at door' Rattles '
Renew lo Thousand. Cant wait HI toll: want to
learn more aoout U in 6 wondorlut sessions
The sisters ol ALPHA XI DELTA would like to
thank SIGMA PHI EPSILONmember CHRIS
COOPER tor his help m the design of our Beta
T-shirts.
Thura. al Kamikazes
Pitcher specials 7pm 2am
Tuesday's at Kamikazes
Ladies night. 75 cant drinks.
We would like to congratulate these men on
their recant lavaltenngs
Andrew Crawly to Ah son McCauda
Richard Blunt to Gina Rus to
Robert Conrad to Mara Amen
rack Magtosky to Ern Williams
Jamas Ooi to Rebacka Door
We wish you guys the best of luck.
What is on your mmd? We want you to be a
part ol the next Obsidianl Personal essay and
opinion article submissions are currently being
accepted It your amde is good, we'll print ill
Send submissions to 202 West Hall, on Charlotte Wade. V you have questions caff
372-2440 Deadline: April 20. Publication
April 29.

WFAL
is taking you back to the 80'si
On April 22 be sure 10 catch
The Breakfast Club at 7pm and
16 Candles at 9pm in 111 Olscampi
It's only $1 50 to see them both
and have a chance to win some
great prizes!'

LOST & FOUND
Found: girtsnng.on
sidewalk near McFall
354-7501.

SERVICES OFFERED
"U-Haul Trucks 4 Trailers"
352-2958,1055 N. Main
U-Haul Rentala
Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy Tests.
Confidential and Caring
354 4673 BG Pregnancy Center
SKYDIVE at SKYDIVE BG in Bowling Green,
OH., just 10 mm. southwest ol BGSU campus.
Season opening special, through end of April,
lust $100 per person. Don't miss this opportunity1 Call 352-5200 for reservations.

PERSONALS
ADOPTION LOVING. COLLEGE EDUCATED
COUPLE wishes to adopt. We can provide a
child with fine education & a beautiful home
filed with much love & laughter. Please caff
Cindy 8 Don 800-333-2116
ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI
GOOD LUCK TO OUR BETA TEAM!
ALPHA PHI * ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI
ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI ■ ALPHA PHI
Congratulations Ginger Sturgeon tor receiving
Ihe Pasa Kamis Buchanan Biology Scholarship!
ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI ■ ALPHA PHI

FALL 1998 LEASING AVAILABLE

Sweetheart
of
POP

2 Person Rate Available
$550/month Limited time only
For:
Ridge Manor Apartments
(519 Ridge Street)
2 Bedroom, Furnished townhouses
Close to campus
Buff Apartments
(1470& 1490CloughSt.)
2 Bedroom, 1 Bath, Furnished, A/C

AC*' AOtl * AON * AOII
Good luck lo our Beta Team this Saturday"
AON'AON'AON'AON

$2.00
Ouessons? Call 372-7164

372-6977

ISSUES
Continued from page eight.

CHASNGAMY
Friday. April 17 and Saturday, April 18
BOO pm and 11 00 pm

The BG News

Continued from page eight.
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CIIIHMIAI. INC.

352-0717
Hours:
Monday - Friday
9a.m. - 5p.m.
Saturday
9a.m. • 1p.m.
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JLncHors JLway <DeCta (jamma TormaC1998
April (RjiSino <£jaz (DueG
Leigh %p6zowicz cZ Craig Whitakfr
Xjm 'Miller el, Anthony Stacey
Aenanna <De<Pompei eZ (David "140" "Hart
Wick} JlatfieldeZ Qiz Milord
Jamie %jmmet<£lagentleman
Jaime CarreZErin "Wittman
Jen Luce *£.<BradJfinesman
•Erin "HutttSL <Brad<Pitt
Sarah Moor cZ MarkjMichalaks
Kitty Johnston cZ Erikjohnston
Lisa Qonzates eZSamir (joushch
Micah Murray cZ gcoffLeMessurier
Angela Shelton eZ.<Brian My.rrs
'Erica "Hamilton cZ 'Ryan <Diepen6rock_
Nik&i (Brewer cZ Aaron Sever
(Deedy Tiris oZ a gentleman
Alicia Lawson cZ Andrew Mcfatt
■Hotty (Diemling cZ Mike Vilanti
Jenni Teiten cZ Chris (parkjnson
Shelly (Biggert cZ (Brian Schultz
(Brooks (Bowe tZWickJursk}
Lesley Schiefer eZ (BrockJMayes
(Barbie %yng cZ (Doug Tabr

Stephanie %ylkck_<&3osh qongaware
Jfattte Wagner eZ <Rp6 (DiQeronimo
Rachel Zychowicz eZjim (Rp6inson
Marisa Ortiz cZ (Brian Qartrett
Laura "Wolf &Mark__Louthan
Mandy (Delgado e£ (Bryan graves
Jennifer (Dunn oZ Mikf Xfttey
•Ettie Andrews eZ (Dan JtagCage
Laura ShindetcZ Jason McCarthy
"Kftty Christiansen eZ "Kris (Byers
WickoU -Metstine eZ Mike (Black,
(Erin "WilliamsdCNickMagtosky
Lori Egnatz oZ Marc Seymour
Christine Martin cZjosh Tetter
Jen (Bendik,tZ (Brett Schee
AmyEtwettcZAJ- Qrimm
Sarah Kphut sZQryan Trazer
Cam Jlenderson cZSeth Rakfstraw
Kjisten NichotttZ (Bryan Starosto
Annie Qorman eZ (Daren Rjidd
Cara Mffiams <&CJ- fetter
Shannon Clancy oZ Chris OeCola
Sarah (Brum6ack_«ZjoelWichtman
Alice Malcolm oZ Chadltynre
"Moreen (jriffin oZ Joel'"Hem

^

COULD WE BE
LOOKING FOR YOU?
Power Mac G3. XPreis, Illustrator,
Photoshop, ad/publication design. Mans,
pal, dpi, Imagesetting, deadlines...
If these words don't cause your oyos to
glase over, you might bo the person
we're looking for noxt fall.
INTERESTED? Send a summary of your background to:
Production Mgr./Studenl Publications, 204 West Hall or
•-mail (text tile only) to: dstutes@bgnel.bgsu.edu
by Wednesday, April fl

BG NEWS PRODUCTION DIPT.
Wo'vo mado somo BIO changes.
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The BG News
$$$ Heading Home to Cleveland tor the Summer'' Help pay tor Fall tuibon or have extra $tor
summer. $7mr. 9-5 M-F. No weekends & no
experience necessary. Modem Offices in
Cleveland Area Call 216-226-7117.

W«» it KamikuM
K«r«c*« with Rich l*ch«l
10pm-2am. Fr«« pool all ntghl

•Younfl and RMtoM"??
Don'l mu» tha raal aoapa lor hie- ■
RENEW 2000

' Part-Time Help Needed '
After graduation, cleaning A misc. work for
summer Call 353-0325
375 COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS
needed! Coed cummer campe In Pocono
Mountains, PA Lohikan, 1-600-488-4321,
www.lohlkan.com.

WANTED
Female subleaser needed
475.00 Entire summer
♦ Electric
Call Aaron 352-8635
or Heather 352-6443.

ARE

Female subleaser needed tor summer lor large
two bedroom apartment. Own room.
$200.00/month Contact Stacey at 353-5029
Male Bubler needed tor Fall semester 606 E.
Wooster Green house across from Founders.
Awesome location. Washer Dryer Cool Rmta.
Call John at 353-1290
Subieaser needed for summer
1 bdrm Apt. $250/MO. Cal 352-2559
Summer subieaser needed. 1 bedrm furnished
eft apt, rent negotiable, call Dan 352- 7596
Summer sublease's 4 bedrm. house, ^ 1/2
batt. 1 block from campus, washer/dryer, can
Tiffany or Shannon 352-4645.
Wanted t or 2 Summer subisrs needed for
large 1 bdrm apt. dose to campus Furn A/C
a^OOmoCatf at 364-3125.
Wanted Male/Female rmt needed tor Summer. Own bdrm furn. Call at 364-6671.
Will pay top Stor graduation tickets. Please cad
Tamyka at 352-2072.

YOU LOOKING FOR SHORT-TERM
WORK?
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR SUMMER WORK'
DATA ENTRY OPE RATORS
Possible summer jobs
located in the downtown Toledo area
JOB DESCRIPTION: AlphaNumeoc Data Entry of Survey Information (mostly names and
addresses).
Must be able to type approximately 8.000 keystrokes with accuracy
Hours Monday-Friday-8am-4 30pm
Dress code Business casual
Call KELLY SERVICES NOW'!
292 0555. EOE.

HELP WANTED:
Chiklcare in my Perrysburg Ft. Meigs home
beginning in May. Would like 3 full weekdays
(7:30am-5:00pm) tor 3 children. Flexible. Requires a canng. dependable, non-smoker with
dependable transportation. Excellent pay. References required 419-874-3641. leave message.

Camp Counselors-New York
Co-ed Trim Down Fitness Camp located in the
Catskill Mountains. Good salary, internship
credits & free RrrvBd All sports, water skiing,
canoeing, ropes, lifeguards, crafts, dance, aerobics, nutrition & general counselors Also
kitchen, office, & night watchman. 120 positions Camp Shane (800) 292 2267 Web.
www.campshane.com

353-2453

DONT READ THIS if you hke working for minimum wage, staying home in Ohio, A seek secure, non-rewarding work HOWEVER if you
want to earn outstanding money ($6300) travel
across the country, A enjoy challenging yourself to something completely worthwhile call
1 800-307-8839.
Earn while you learn
Find out how you can make extra money while
in school Work at your leisure any time you
want. Even when watching TV
Call
1 -888 -662-1726 to find out how

Here we go again. A new season is beggmmg
at SKYDIVE BG and we need a few depends
We parachute packers for spnng, summer, and
fall employment. Full Paining provided. Must
have own transportation An exciting place to
work Call 3525200 for more information"
Hi) My name is Catherine. I'm 7. My brother
Bob and I need a good babysitter tor mornings
and afternoons m the summer. If you like to
hang out with kids, go to the park and have fun
al the pool, please call my mom al 353-4921
tor an interview. Thanksl
Home City toe Company is now hmng tor these
positions: Route Dnvers. Production Stackers.
Truck Loaders. Competitive wages/flexible
schedules. Locations throughout all ol Ohio
and Southeast Michigan. Call for details at
1-800-890-6070
Inside Sales position at Sherwm Williams in
Perrysburg $8.25/hr. 20-25 hrsnveek. Looking tor a student interested in working while in
school. Contact Jm or Jay ®419 674-9663
JOB TRAINER- We are seeking individuals to
provide on-the-job training to persons with
menial retardation and developmental disabilities Must be able to provide transportation tor
consumers to/from the job site Position available 51.5 hrs biweekly. Qualified applicants
must have High school diploma or GED; valid
Oh«o drivers license, good driving record, and
proof of insurance. Salary $7.55-$ 15 04 hourly
based upon experience. Application packet at
Wood Lane School. Em B. 11160 East Gypsy
Lane Rd.. BG. OH. Monday-Friday.
8 00am-4:30pmEOE

Learn now to tan a home based ryptng business Send SASE to PO Boa 81181 Cleveland OH 44181-0181
Pi ome kitchen help needed. Apph/ now to
start week of April 19th. Apply at BG Country
Club
SAVE THE EARTH (GET PAIO FOR IT)
Hmng staff for grassroots campaign to protect
environmental laws, lower electric rates, and
fight corporate greed Enact soaal change in
our casual environment. Summer positions
and internships available. $32S/wk to start,
work i 30pm to 10pm Mon-Fri. Call 866 4463
to schedule interview
Seasonal Employment Opportunity
Brandywine Country Club is currently in need
ol filling several positions m our Golf Dept
Bag Cart-Range Attendants needed Must be
available weekdays and weekends. Hourly rate
plus gratuity. Appry at the Golf Shop
Brandywine Country Club 6904 Salisbury Rd
Maumee. Ohio 43537.
STAFF COORDINATOR
Anne Grady Corporation, a long term care facility lor adults with Developmental Disabilities
hat one full-time 2nd shift Staff Coordinator
position available.
Will provide consistent supervision, direction,
training, and evaluation of habitation staff
Coordinate and direct activiies for individuals.
Promotes and facilitates active treatment.
Works direct care when necessary
Candidate must be high school graduate or
equivalent, college degree in related held preferred; eipertence working with people with
Mental RetardaoorvOevelopmental Disabilities p-elerred; supervisory experience preferred.
We offer a competitive wage and excellent
benefits are available Eligible for medical and
dental benefits, Employee Assistance Program. Cafeteria Plan, paid vacation, paid sick
Ome. Tax Deferred Annuity Program
Interested individuals should come to tie
Center and complete an application.
Anne Grady Corporation
1525 Eber Road
Holland. Ohio 43528

(419)866 6500
EOE
Skjdent Employment..Attention sophomores
and juniors with experience in designing FoxPro applications' Continuing Education is looking for a sophomore or junior to maintain an
existing FoxPro database. Hours are flexible
and starting salary is $10 per hour. The position will begin immediately. Please contact
372-8181 and mention FoxPro position.
Summer nanny for 2 girls, 4 8 6. in our BG
home, 3-4 days per week. May ii-Aug21;call
352-1956 after 5 30pm. must t^9 own tran■PO

FOR SALE
11 in. color TV. 2 drawer while Me cabinet.
brown compuier/printer cart, small black sofa
bad-Call 352-7585.
1991 Mazda Miaia 72.000 mi
Mew exhaust $8000 OBO
Call 354-5298

d

Somt Kjummcj stand the test rf lime.

Lost in Space (PG-13)
4:10 7:15 10:00

I&2bdrm Close (o campus. 710
VI ntri-jit IM 11 Inn/ Sit. Apis.)

THEODD

'Object of My Affection (R)
4:15 7:10 9:40
•Major League 3 (PG)
4:00 7:00 9:45

bdrm includes washer & dryer
Call for info 353-5800.^^

Fri 7:00 9:15 Midnight
Sat Sun 2:00 4:15 7:00 9:15

Grease (PG)
4:30 7:10 9:40
Species 2 (R)
5:20 7:35 10:10

/tJEfcCA
Management Inc.
I&2bdrm 1082 Fairview
A\c.<Hillsdiile Apt.s.) unique floor

Every Saturday
at Midnight R

Box Ottice Opens al 4:00 p.m

designs, vaulted ceilings, washer/
dryer hook-up in the 2 bdrm. Rents
Mart at 350/ mo + ulils. For more
info call 353-5800.

' Sorry No Passes

2 bedroom house ot Apt Avail Aug. "98 Cat
372-2098day. 872-9824 mghl. or 373O024
2 subieasers needed May Aug Free A/C.
gas.water. and sewage. In house laundry tacisty. Furn. $2570110. Own room. Dishwasher.
Call 353-0379.

For Sale
85 Cutlass Ciera
Many new ft valuable pans
$500 000
Call 352-9768

2 4 subieasers needed May Aug 2 bdrm. apt
AC/balcony/on sight laundry/only electnc/tons of storage $40Q/mo Call 354-6357.

FOR SALE: 1986 Volkswagen Jetta Great
student car. excellent gas mileage. $1800
OBO Call 353-1350

353-7547 days

Macintosh Power Book 190 CS
$800 ob.o. Call Mike 354-0235

l4mo old

Macintosh Classic w/lmape Writer 2 Printer
$300. CaH 352 6805
Marshall Varvestate lOOGuiiar Head
and «" 12 Matching Cab.
5yr Transferable Warranry $750 00
Call 372 -5285
Seized care from $l75.Porsches, Cadillacs.
Chevys. BMWs, Corvettes
Also Jeeps,
4WDS Your area Toll free 1-800-218-9000
Ext A-2076 lor current listings.
Toyota Mrnivan, runs well, $1200
Acoousbc Guitar w/bmlt m pickup $550
Call Robert @352 9974

FOR RENT

Apartments Available
' Close to campus
* Efficiencies
MBadroom
'2 Bedroom
1
Furnished
• Unfurnished
Summer and Fall Leases
John Newiove Real Estate
319E. Wooster St.

354-2260
1 bdrm. apl Close to campus. Avail, summer
and/or 1998/99 school year (419) 897 9030
1 bedroom unit - $264 00 plus utilities. 2 blocks
from campus. Available May 15 287-4159
eves. 287-4926 days
1-2 bryfumj unfurn. $410 K $520
Call 354-8036.
1-2 subieasers needed to rent a spacious
apartment starting in May. On site laundry facility, ample parking, and quiet neighbors. Please
call 354-5321 immediately.

2 BDRM Apt 722 4th St,
Avail tmmed.. 12 mo. lease.
$4?5Ano .w/dhook up.

5-6 summer subieasers needed for large 5
bedrm. house. 2 bathrooms, 2 kitchens, parking ft more. 1 block from campus ft dose to
Main. Call 2-4547 or 2-4708 for info
Charming apartment only $385 including utilities Upstairs; one bedroom, spacy living room
and a quaint kitchen. Furnished and carpeted
124 1/2 S. Maple. Perfect for graduate student
or couple. Call anytime Stephanie or Christian
353 1147.
Georgetown Manor. 800 3rd St. under new
management ArC. laundry rm, 1 bedrm turn.
$380 ft elec 2 oedrm. furn $480 ft elec. also
summer rates. 354-9740 or 352-2214.
HOUSES FOR RENT
422 CLOUGH - above garage 2 8R
2 people Stove/ielng turn.
$415/month Avail. May 17th
140 1/2MANVILLE • above garage. 2 BR
2 people Siove/refng. furn
$5l5.0O/month.Avail May 17th
710 EIGHTH 2 BR plus garage.
2 people. Stove/refrig. furn.
$375 00.month Avail. May 1 St.
Can
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
354-2260 OHce-3i9E Wooster
Houses for rent: The following houses are for
ram for 98-99 school year. All 12 mo. leases,
tenants pay ail unl, sec. dep., parental guarantee req.. no pets
1.730 Elm-2 BR avail. 5/15/98. Rent
$5l0/mo
collected quarterly. Phone
354-6595 ask tenants to view.
2.217 9. College-3 BR house avail. 8/23/96
Rent $575/mo collected quarterly. Phone
354-3271 ask tenants to view
3316 Ridge Laroe 2 BR house avail.
5/20/98 Rent $600/mo. collected quarterly.
Phone 353-5032 ask tenant* to view
For more Information or to sign a lease.
contact Arbor Enterprieea al 354-2854.
Locally owned and managed.
L arge unlur. etfi. located 139 South College Or.
220 or. mon. includes all utH. Avail. May 15th.
686-6541 Leave message.
2 bdrm unfurnished apt. located 139 South College Dr Avail Aug 15th Rent 62S/month includes all util. 686-6541

2 bdrm. 834 Scon Hamilton, AC Avail. May A
Aug. $420 plus unl. Other locations avail Aug
EN. ft 1 ft 2 bdrm. NO PETS. 353-8206.

Owner will share Ig. house in BG Prefer grad
students, professors or eichange students Lg.
bdrms , 2 wood-burning fireplaces, laundry,
kitchen, large wooded property $250 includ.
utit 352 5523

* 309 High: 2 bdrm free heal.

2 bdrm. furn. or unfurn apts

Summer storage available close to campus.
Call Buckeye storage 352-1520.

water, sewer

12 unit apartment buildings
96-99 school year lease
$500 per month
FREE heat, water, i
gasandHBO"!
354 0914

*709 5m:2b(]rrrV2l>.ilh
* 301-803 5lh: 2 bdrm

Rents start al 375/ mo + mils, 2

~ (OUPLElI

Mercury Rising (R)
4:20 7:25 9:55

Management Inc.

CARS FOR $100
Seized & sold locally this month.
Trucks. 4 14's. etc.
1-800 522-2730 ext 4558

2 bedrm.. 1 bath, furnished. $222 month per
person. Available May Call 352-7915. ask for
Darnel.

LOW SUMMER RATES
on 2 bedrooms

Ncwlovc Realty Rentals

127N.Main.B.G. * 353-1361 '

1993 Escort LX. 4dr. 76K. $4300
1989 Olds Cutlass Ciera 69K. $2000
Call 352-9087.

12 month leases starting May 16,1996
424 1/2 S Summit-efficiency-$225 ♦ elec.
453 S. Prospect-small i Br $290 + gas/elec
605 Fifth St. ac-small 2 Br $360 * uul.
230 N. Enterprise-1 Br $380 * uDI.
Steve Smith 352 8917 or 367-8666

n,i#vi iih .mi

Cinemark Theatres

CINEMA 5 In

FuB-bme. year-round assistant needed for new
local business. Anytime 35 to 40 hrsAvk. Can
354-6094 tor details

Help Wanted
E xpenenosd Bike Tech Apply m person
w/reterences Book's Cycling A Fitness.

Dibeneditto's summer delivery A prep
positions. Apply 2-5. M-F. 1432 E Wooster

- IS YOUR RESUME LACKING?
Find out why PAG. IBM, Xerox, A hundreds of
other top companies want students who have
been through our summer training program.
Over 90% of the students using our placement
office found career jobs last year Average
monthly income $2174 All majors apply. Cal
1 900 307-8839

Full lime Summer Babysitter needed
tor 3 young children in our home
Starting June 15 8-5 M-F Call
3520118 after 5pm.

Babysitter needed in our home. Call 352-5724.
Through summer/Varying times. 4 65 year old
children.

CRUISE SHIP A LAND-TOUR JOBSExceilent benefits World Travel Ask us how1
517-324-3090 ext C55444.

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
Free information Call 410 347-147S.

Ext. painters wanted lor summer $8-9/hr. No
sip necessary. Toledo area Call Mart
S>1-600-679 2656 ext 220

Help wanted Babysitter tor 2 children. In my
home Must be energetic, love sports A have
own transportation
Daily summer work
Please call Gai'@ 35? 9?84

Cashiers Barney's Convenience Mart
$6.00 starling pay. Flex hrs. shirt
differential College tuiton reimbursment
Paid vacations & medical benefits
Applications accepted at 996 S Main, 1091 N
Mam. 1602 E. Wooster, 6 26520 N Dixie Hwy.
Perrysburg, OH. Hurry in 6 join our team!

$1000e POSSIBLE TYPING Part Time
At home. Toll free (t) 800-218-9000
E»t T-2076 tor listmgs

Experienced Bike Tech. Apply in person with
references. Book's Cycling A Fitness.
353-2453

ASSEMBLERS; Excellent income to assemble
products at home info 1 •504-646-1700 DEPT.
OH€25S

HELP WANTED

"United Parcel Service"
Interviewing now
Hiring all shifts
$6 50/hour A great benefits
Call UPS @ 419-891 6820
To schedule an interview
"United Parcel Service"

Earn up to $7000 working at Put-In-Bay
Insurance requires you to be at least 25 yrs
old Can Tues.Fn after 1:00 pm (419)
285-3030.

Friday, April 17, 1998

* 702 4th: 2 bdrm
upscale w/2 car

724 6th St. ft 705 7th St.

garage
*507E.ncrry:2bdrm
across from Campiis
* 524 (ilh: 2 bdrm, free heal,

Call 352 9378

Summer sublet, big room in 2 bdrm apt. fulty
furn May 9-Aug. 20 $400 Call Preston
3544325.
Summer subieasers needed. Across the street
from Offenhauer pkg lot. Low rent Call
352-4728

Summer employment

water, sewer
* 543 6 lh: 2 txlrm/2 bath
Management Inc.
Studio Apis. 215 E.

PM

Rd

(Ewrgrctn Apis.) Laundry on
sile. One person slans al 230/mo

olio's

ulils are included. For more info
call 353-SHOO.

Since 1964

Management Inc.
I bdrm 215 E. Poe RdlEvergreen

i Best Pizzas
Best Deals...
LARGE 1 ITEM$

UNDERGRADUATE. GRADUATE
AND PROFESSIONAL HOUSING! OR VISIT OUR NEW

WEBSITE:

Apis.) Very spacious, laundry on
site. Rent starts at 340/ mo + elec.
For more info call 353-5800.

325SoumriainStrcel
(ouronluoffkf)
352-5620

Management Inc.

For a complete
1998/99 listing stop

CALL 352-5166
NOW
FREE DELIVERY
$4.00 MINIMUM

VISIT OUR OFFICE FOR A
COriPLETE LISTING FOR

Home City
Ice Company

Now Hiring for these Positions:
1. Route Drivers
2. Production Stackers
3. Truck Loaders

Competitive Wages / Flexible Schedules
Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan

Call Today for Complete Details!!

by our office,
1045 N. Main, or call

OPEN WEEKDAYS 4PM
LUNCH FRI, SAT, SUN

Home City ICP.

1-800-899-8070

353-5800

"Be a part of a winning tradition"
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DAILY
SPECIAL
LARGE PIZZA
CHEESE & ONE TOPPING

V

V
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1045 N. Main St.
FREE DELIVERY
I 2ND PIZZA Sh.OO |
.''I'.KII

Hours:

•
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$10
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2 Medium Pizzas ||
( hMM ,l- IWo lopping
> tuUtHanrt kipprnju

Call:
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FKI& SAT II 2.lO.im
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$895

2 10" Pizzas
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NOW HIRING
for Part-time & Full-time

353-0044

• '\<ini lopping! Si

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

111-7127
or apply in person at:
5630
Airport Highway
Toledo

* Managers
* Assistant
Managers
* Shift
Managers
Slop liv or send Resume

to: Pupa John's
826 S. Main. BG
t
mm ieaea

--«*.*.

